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.t'1 cnucal scene from "The Trial" Rhode Island College Theatre
Company's upcoming drama is rehearsed by (rear 0-r): Sharyn
DiBiasio, Olivia McGregor a freshman, and Donna J. Salvo, and ( front Ir) : the three different actors who will play the role of the central
character, Joseph K, Brian McMahon, Brian Mulvey and Robert Lind.
The play is being staged March 8, 9, 10 at RIC 's Roberts Hall Theatre.

Young Democrats'
Deadlocks

Convention

Over Presidential

Choice
by Chuck Winn

The biennial convention of
the Rhode Island Young
Democrats deadlocked when
the arch-rival Farrell and
McKay forces combined to put
their candidates over the
election bid of Thomas P.
Ligouri as president of that
organization.
The convention convened at
the R.I.C.Student Parliament
Chambers on Saturday, March
24. At one o'clock the convention was called to order for
its afternoon business session.
Russell Dannecker , outgoing
National Committeeman for
the Young Democrats, who had
maintained his neutrality over
the presidential election was
elected convention chairman.
A constitution was adopted
with some amendments incorporated and the delegates
passed numerous resolutions
notably one favoring amnesty
on an individual basis, one in
favor of a Rhode Island
Veterans Bonus, and also a
resolution
opposing
the
mandatory
retirement
of
judges at age 70. The afternoon
session_ went _vel1'.._s_!lloothly
and was recessea ai 4 o'clock.
The convention re-convened
at 6: 30 for a happy hour. This
was also the final hour for
voting registration. During the
hour, John Farrell,
Vice
President
of the Young
Democrats and a candidate for
the presidency, complained
~hat the personnel conducting
registration
were
not

requesting
were
identification of many of the
delegates who were obviously
under the Young Democrats
minimum voting age of 16.
At 7: 30 the doors to the
Student Union were closed and
registration was terminated.
Mr. Dannecker then called the
191 delegates to order. The
delegates were then briefly
addressed by Charlie Reilley,
the newly elected chairman of
the R.I. Democratic State
Committee.
After
Mr.
Reilley's address names were
placed in nomination for the
presidency. Those nominated
were Bernard
McKay of
Barrington, John C. Farrell of
Providence, Rep. Leo Caisse
of Cranston, and Thomas P.
Ligouri of U.R.I. Before the
balloting began a motion was
made by John Farrell for a
credentials
check of the
delegates. This was withdrawn
because of the time it would
have taken to clear out and readmit the 191 delegates individually to check their
identification.
The balloting for president
was conducted by a roll call
vote. By the middle of the
balloting it became apparent
that the convention
was
stacked in favor of Li~ouri
Farrell took the floor, switched his vote to McKay urging
his supporters to do likewise.
Thereupon Rep. Caisse withdrew and released
those
delegates committed to him.
, con't. on Pg. 4)

The
world
famous Hall at 726 St. Peter Street a
Preservation Hall Jazz Band priority on trips to New
will appear here in a concert at Orleans,
it has become
-8: 15 p.m.on Sunday, March 11 something like a pilgrimage
in Walsh Center The band is on But the real pilgrims are the
tour from its home in legen- musicians who have been
dary New Orleans where the traveling the Pnited States and
members of the group all took the world to bring the true Ne\\'.
part int the birth of our most Orleans jazz played by the
American art form.
people who have played it for
Each of the members of the 50years in the Parishes around
Preservation Hall Jazz Bands New Orleans. They know the
has memories of the days when music best, and they play it the
jazz, or jass as they spelled it way it was created.
at the turn of the century, was
New Orleans music is happy
taking form and shape and music, it is simple in technical
becoming a separate kind of terms, and complex in permusic. They were in the bands formance. It is not the straw
that marched to and (rom the hats
and
display
of
cemetery for furieral~, they "Dixieland" bands, nor is it the
were in the wagons that drove "Nicksieland" of New York. It
up and down French Quarter won't cease to exist when these
streets and battled it out ·when wonderful people are no longer
two bands met at a corner. with us, but it will never be· the
They were on the river boats, same because New Orleans
in the saloons and 'sporting Jazz is an attitude, a freedom
houses' and dances. In fact, of the spirit, and a memory of
they were the people who parades and dances and a good
added their names to Freddy life. It is made up of years
Keppard, Buddy Bol_den,Louis when a musician had to have
Armstrong, King Oliver and the stamina to play several
Jelly Roll Morton· in the ex- hours after another job on the
citing history of an American docks or in the fields because
art form that grew from many he loved to play his horm.
sources in the special culture
The Preservation Hall Jazz
that was New Orleans.
Bands have been quietly taking
T hes.e are the people who their pl9ce among the leading
made the history. But their · American concert attractions
vitality and youthful drive is for several years. Each year
still apparent in the singing, the tours get longer, the
happy music of New Orleans audiences ,get bigger and
and a concert today· is full of young and old Americans are
the same spirit that made jazz finding a happy evening in a
the uninhibited musk of the theatre or concert hall. The
period arounct' the first world band members are not conwar.
cerned with a message , they
People from all over· the are bringing joy and sorrow in
world have made Preservation
their stamps and blues. Fe-et

aren't often still while the band
is playing and the everlasting
youth and vigor of the players
leaps across the footlights into
the hearts of everyone in the
audience. The line behind the
band members as they lead a
march through the hall ·at the
end of the concert is testimony
to the happiness that fills the
hall when the band is there.
The band that will appear
here includes 72-year-old Willie
Humphrey on clarinet, 69-yearold Cie Frazier on drums and
82-year-old Jim Robinson on
trombone, along with 69 -yearold Dede Pierce, a cornetist
and singer who lost his sight 20
years ago, and his wif~, Billie
Pierce, 66 a pianist and blues
singer.
Tickets for the concert on
Sun. Mar. 11 are available now
at Walsh Ctr Box Office.
Preservation Hall in New
Orleans is owned and operated
by Sandra and Allan Jaffe.
Pryor-Menz Attractions, Inc.
of Council Bluffs, Iowa bas
arranged the current concert
tour.

Stevie Wonder
to Play RIC
Concert Date

::;ievie w onaer, Motown
recording artist, will perform
at Walsh Center on March 24
from 7 to 10p.m. He is a man of
many talents who recently
finished touring the States with
The Rolling Stones. He hasbeen known throughout his
career as a fine singer,
songwriter and musician. _His
( Con't. on Pg. 8)
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The Gold Key
Society???

/1.gers

by Estella M. Chapman

Have you ever heard of the
Gold Key Society? It is an
organization on the Rhode
Island College campus that
serves as the representatives
of the student body at all official functions of the college,
such as, acting as hosts to
visiting dignitaries, parents,
and guests of this institution.
The Gold Key Society also
provides tours and serves at
< 11p1) Members of the militant American Indians Movement
convocation
and
comseized the tra.:ing post and :own of Wounded Knee, South Dakota. mencement exercises.
Ten inhabitants of the town were taken hostage. Members of AIM
What are the necessary
say they will not release the hostages until their demands for qualities to become a member
investigation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs are met.
of this illustrious society? To
There are few things that Americans hate more than a sore be considered by this society a
loser. Like Dick Nixon after he lost to Pat Brown in 1962.It is the person must feel committed to
type of behavior that Americans will not tolerate among them- serving this institution, and
selves, and that is hardly even understood among those not of have
knowlAdge
or the
Anglo-Saxon American heritage.
willingness
to acquire the
John Wayne once said that he couldn't understand why_the knowledge of college activities
bleeding hearts were feeling sorry for the native Americans.
and the academic programs of
After all, they were in the way of this continent's destiny. If it Rhode Island College. Coupled
weren't for the U.S. cavalry, we would still have to depend on the with these qualifications, a
Pony Express to carry a letter across the continent in a week, person must be capable of
instead of the U.S. Postal Service. In general, according to Mr. meeting and establishing a
Wayne, the Indian got what he deserved.
.
.
rapport with people. There is
So with the nearly simultaneous end of American m- no stress on the grade point
volvement in Indo-china and the militant rise of the native average of one who applies to
American, it is easy to see how the public was able to refocus its this society.
hostility so quickly. With only a momentary pause, Walter
The Gold Key Society was
Cronkite was able to refer to Indian activities as "enemy ac- established in 1967and up until
tions." With typical vitriol, the New York Daily News demanded 1971 a person had to be
editorially that the Indians be blasted back into the Stone Age, or recommended to this society
in other words, be sent back to the reservations.
_
by members of the faculty.
The ending of the war in Vietnam left many problems for Since 1971, recruitment to, or
government planners to solve. Among them was how to T?-aintain for, the society has been done
the current level of patriotism among the people. Without a on a personal basis, with
"them" it is difficult to maintain an "us". Using Indians proved members of the administration
to be a 'successful solution throughout the nineteenth century. acting
as advisors.
The
And as the major television networks have shown, when a for- preceeding information was
mul~ works, you should invariably try it ag~in.
_.
provided, in joto, by one of the
Then there is the problem of what to do with all that military advisors of the Gold Key
hardwar~ left over. This includes counter-insurgency gear, Society and was hence taken as
helicopters, B-52's ond lots of anti-personnel bombs. Not all of fact on my part. Another inthis stuff could be left with the South Vietnamese, and although teresting and relevant tidbit
there might be a good surplus market for such gear, this is not about this society is that in the
necessarily the most desirable end. Equipped with modern six years that it has been
technology, whole tribes can be effectively neutralized by one functioning there has never
carpet bombing sweep.
been a black member or applicant. I am the first black
< Con't. on Pg. 3)
applicant to the Gold Key
Society. I applied to it after
being told about the society by
an administrator,
who shall
by Rev. Basil De Pinto
remain· anonymous, and was
The Vietnam war is leaving democracy. But let that pass. told that there had never been
behind it an ugly legacy of The simple etymological fact a black student serving on tliis
bitterness in a divided country. is that amnesty does not mean society.
Only the war between the to forgive, but to forget, to
I applied and was scheduled
States had a comparable ef- allow something to pass into for an interview with a number
fect, leaving
the nation
oblivion. Two points need to be of other students. I must add
wounded to an extent that can made here.
here that the manner in which I
First, there is nothing to was interviewed was not, at
still be felt more than a hundred years later. But after the forgive. It is clear by now that all, appealing to me. The
civil war there was a president
those who refused to fight in questions asked, what few
vho spoke as though he had a the Vietnam war, like those there were, I felt were not
higher priority than making who protested it on the cam- pertinent for membership
to
puses
( remember
those this society. The result of my
i 1.eSouth "pay" for attempting
days?) and in the streets were application and interview was
to break away from the Union.
There is no such president in in no small measure respon- a formal letter, complete with
sible for the general attitudinal
the White House
today.
regrets, notifying me that I had
in this country,
President Nixon has publicly change
been rejected by the Gold Key
vowed ·1\wenge on those whose especially after 1968. There is Society.
consciences led them into exile a direct line that runs from the
The letter of rejection was
rather than serve in a war they first draft-card burning to the void of reasons
for my
much-to\ited Nixonian troop rejection. I went directly to the
early perceived,
as many
withdrawals;
the president
others were to do much later,
advisor of the Gold Key to
to be unjust and immoral. For with drew our troops because of inquire about the reaons for
Mr. Nixon, "amnesty means protests and complaints at my being rejected.
One
forgiveness,"
and
he home, not because we had ST AT ED reason · for my
unequivocally
refuses
to accomplished
our military
rejection was my attitude countenance that.
goals in Indo-China. Those the interviewers thought me
One might be tempted to ask who protested the war brought flip. Flip because I was honest
if forgiveness is not an in- it to an end, but unfortunately,
enough to tell them that, in my
dication
of the kind of many of them are still opinion, th~ questions they
largeness of spirit which this languishing,"in jails and many were - asking
showed
no
country has always predicated
more are living abroad as evidence of relevance to being
itself on, especially as it dons political exiles. Their country a member of their society. A
its shining armor and rushes
owes them better than this.
second STATED reason was
( Con't. on Pg. 4 \
off to make the world safe for
< Con't. on Pg. 3)

by Will Collette

Sore Losers

The Amnesty

Issue

Somebody

Messed the Books!

Letter to the Ed:
This is an open letter to all students and users of 'the Rhode
Island College Adams Library, asking for your help. You have
probably seen the library - it stands quite monumentally as the
focal point of the campus. Maybe you say you never go in the
libr.ary or have visions or pre-exam cramming. But man)
students do use the library and many students misuse the library.
That's my point. How many of you are MISUSING our library?
Have you ever looked for a book on a particular shelf and not
been able to find that book? Instead you found a mish-mash of
misfiled books in utter chaos. The books did not get that wa_y
themselves. SOMEBODY MESSED THE BOOKS! Sure, rn.Dyoe
you do not understand the Dewey Decimal System or the Library
of Congress, but there dre people to help you learn to locate a
book. Students and staff worr at the library eighty-six hours a
week trying to keep books circulating and returning to the
shelves in rroper order. WHY? So that the next time you come in
frantic looking for that special book, it will be there. Just think you can destroy in five minutes what it took one worker one hour
to fix.
If you are unsure of how to refile a book after you have used it,
simply place it on one of the return shelves located at the beginning and end of each aisle.The Adams Library can only function
if each individual makes it his or her individual concern. Please
help by being sensitive to the condition of the books on the
shelves. There are plenty of us willing to help locate what you
need, if you'll help to make our job a little easier.
Hoping YOU will help! ! !
Sincerely,
Kathy Markley -- STUDENT WORKER

Women's Movement: "Vast Area
of Debate and Confusion?"
March 2, 1973
Dear Editor,
Last fall, as I was tacking up some posters on campus, my
old teacher, Stan Lemons, came huffing by. In a moment of
hurried conversation he told me he was busily working on the
proofs of his book, and then in the same breath and with- a
somewhat disdainful and "holier than thou" voice, he asked me
why I was still agitating by putting posters up. Before I could
answer he was off in a dash - but a professor's time. and
especially the time of one who publish~s, is valuable.
'
Well, a recent issue of the Anchor told it all under the byline
"RIC Faculty Member Publishes Book" - Professor Lemon's
work is to be issued this month by the University of Illinois Press.
Congratulations - but maybe not. The book, from what I could
glean from the Anchor's report, deals with the ideology
surrounding the women's movement in the twenties and what
happened to the movement and Ls participants. Fine. But I find it
ironic that Mr. Lemons, who harbors such a dislike for radical
movements ( and the feminist struggles of the twenties were
perceived as being radical then), should concern himself with
< Con't.

Music Education

on Pg. 6)

at RIC???

Letter to the Ed:
I am a semor majoring in Music Education at R.I. College
and am taking this opportunity to write on the condition of the
R.I.C. Music Dept. The reasons I am writing are: 1) because I.he
department listens to suggestions and complaints through a
"deaf ear" - an article such as this perhaps being the only way
to get through to them; 2) it is not preparing students well enough
to become proficient music educators in our ever-changing
contemporary society. ( This last thought is shared by many
students and established teachers throughout the state;.
I feel that the public, which is indirectly financing th.is
operation and experiencing its results, has a right to know what.
kind of an education their sons and daughters are getting
both ·
those now majoring in music at R.f.C. and those still in public
schools who might eventually be taught by gradual.es of t.h,:
music curriculum.
To start off with, there are 12 full lime music prof,:ssrirs
residing at the college, and quite a number more who l.f:ach fJ,Jrl.
time. The Music Department claims to give an <:ducal.irinin all
aspects of music, but the fact remains' that. c1ll--1~ full lirnr:
teachers are "classic-oriented" and so are about. i1<>'Yri
<ii I.hr:ri;Jrl.
time teachers. As a result of this factor, the curriculum i:--,sr:t. up
in such a manner that the students end up gr:1.1.ingI.hi:"'"r:J;J~'SJC
( Con't.

on Pg. !Ji
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Bob Mayoh: Fiction

THE BLACK MAGI
He was forty and a failure.
The better part of his life, his
youth, his dreams, had all
passed him by. Gone for good
now. gone forever - as dead as
as hopeless as
yesterday,
tomorrow. There was no use
kidding himself any longer; he
had bungled badly, long ago,
wasted so much, everything he
had. in pursuit of all the wrong
things. The future, that endless
toll of bitter days still to be his,
held no promise of change. All
the doors out of his dilemma
were locked; in fact, the very
walls of failure had sealed
them over long before. What a
\\'aste, he sometimes thought,
running the tips of his fingers
over the still smooth contours
of his face, what a dreadful
wreck.
He was not welcome at home
these days. his wife being a
forceful opponent in a fourroom house, something which
suited him just as well, since
he had never felt particularly
comfortable there anyway. So
he spent a lot of time in bars
late at night. staring at the
corner t. v. or listening to other
people's troubles. Everyone
had !roubles, it seemed, more
than they could bear; the bars
\\·ere full of late night wreck:::
like himself. burying grief and
acid-like frustration in just one
more drink. Give them enough
ime, enough booze. he knew,
and soon enough they were
blabbing oui their life stories,
clutching a stranger's arm as
they exposed all manner of
· little secrets, the dirty lies they
lived with, slurring out their
agony before closing time. He
listened to enough pain at
barside to lc:!,stforever; and he
listened to it, sympathized and
even wallowed in it, because
for once he no longer felt so
terribly alone. It was comforting to know that mis,_ry
\\'as wholesale.
And when closing time
finally came he would take to
his automobile and drive away
some of the pain, to let the
exhilarating musty night air
clear his woozy head before he
crept back home to bed. It was
a nightly ritual, this furious
release through the gas pedal,
a violent code to conclude
another day just like all the
rest. He loved to drive late at
night with several under his
belt, loved to feel his numb
brain attempting, desperately,
to keep pace with the disembodied power and control
vibrating· through his tickling
hands and feet. In the darkness
he craved pushir,~ D car for all
it was worth, he lett alive and
powerful, ready for anything.
At such a time, in such a mood,
there was no past to plague
him, no future to worry about.
There was only now, a furious
on never-ending
passage
pavement.
Late one evening in early
autumn he tried to kill himself.
He was taking a turn on
screeching tires, his arms still
a
when
to the wheel,
sign,
green
luminescent
property of the state highway
department. jumped in front of
his high beams. A violent,
impetuous command flashed in
1

-is brain, and in the next in;tant he swung his front end to
111eattack. His car, a rented
Chevy convertible, hit the sign
in a burst of yellow and green
flying over the windshield,
skidded back into the road to
overturn once like a child's toy
in the process, then bounced
back on the roadside grass
right side up again.
He stumbled out moments
later, dazed and clutching at
his bleeding forehead. He could
not imagine what had happened. Sitting down on the cool
grass he held his spinning head
and tried to catch his breath.
What the hell had happened?
he thought, looking about. His
middle-aged heart was racing.
The smell of gasoline and
rubber were in the air. He
looked at his car and saw a
dead spectre, a fallen beast out
of the night. He lay ·back and
closed his eyes.
Only in aftermath, as occasional cars sped past him on
their
road,
the country
the
bathing
headlights
around him in
blackness
revealing white light, did he
realize what he had attempted
to do. He could not believe rt.
Now, because he had failed in
fashion, he
characteristic
possessed a slight cut on his
forehead, and a car - a car
that was not even his - considerably dented, with a sliced
tire that he rose finally,
reluctantly to fix. He was a
lucky man, but he only wished
now to be home and in bed. The
night had suddenly turned
sinister.
Fixing his flat, however,
proved a good deal more difficult than he had expected. He
struggled with it, groggily, for
some time, his head still woozy
in lingering shock, his hands
still unsteady. But no matter
how he cursed and pound~d the
jack he could not get the
contraption into the proper
position for elevating the front
of his car. Finally in defeat and
at wit's end with the silly tool,
he gave up - 'Fuck you!' he
yelled at it after he had thrown
it to the ground in a rage- and
went to take up a slouching,
pedestrian position by the side
of the road in wait for a car,
any car happening along at this
time that would stop for him.

He waited quite a - while
before one did, but at least, out
of a sleek, jet-black Pontiac
stepped a flashy, chocolatecoveredgoodsamaritan. 'I can't
get the goddamn jack into
· mumbled
he
position,'
helplessly, feeling a complete
fool, as this black magi out of
the night went into an elastic
crouch by the side of his car. 'I
can't figure the fuckin' thing
out' he· added over the airless
whoosh of a passing car on the
highway behind them. 'It just
won't go up.'
The black man quickly
surveyed the spent tire and
then turned his attention to the
obdurate jack, which he fiddled with for several moments
before shaking his head, a
giant grin coming on. 'Well,
you got to be kiddin me,' he
drawled, turning about to grin
up at the white man with his
dancing yellow eyes, matched
now in brightness for double
effect by his smiling ivories.
'Well, course you can't git it
up,' he added with an amused
chuckle, savoring this whole
affair. 'You got the fuckin' jack
upside down, man! '
With th·e jack rightside up
and now properly operative,
the tire was soon fixed. When
the stranger was done with his
work he smiled his pearl-white
ivories once more, bid the
mortified white man a pleasant
goodbye without asking for his
wallet, credit cards, car keys,
or his life in payment for his
services, and
mid-morning
shuffled back to his big Pontiac
to promptly roar off again.
An hour later he came
marching into the bedroom of
his house, bedraggled and
bloody, to have his wife survey
from her
him scornfully
he
while
bed
separate
proceded to undress.
'You've been in- a br2,vl or
something?' she asked, her
voice expressing the distaste
she held for him after nearly
of unhappy
two decades
marriage. He shook his head,
preferring to remain silent until
she dragged it out of him. It
was a funny story after all, he
thought, alive and once again
in the relative safety of his
bedroom. His wife he had
learned to contend with long
ago.

ever be different, was a feeling
of revulsion settling slowly but
surely within her, a feeling
best expressed by a cultivated
silence on her part. She had
nothing whatever to say to
him, hadn't for the longest
time. Whatever he did to
himself now could not surprise
or shock her - and it could not
hurt her. It was unfortunate
that it even had to concern her
at all.
'So I just stood there,' he told
her as she lay in her bed by the
Then as he came to bed, wall, gazing up at the yellowed
tossing his _skivvies on the ceiling, the words he spoke in
bedpost as was his nightly explanation of his activities for
and
distant
night,
habit, he began relating to her this
as
her,
to
what had happened, though he unrelated
failed ( even accounting for his meaningless to her withdrawn
usual self-pity) to mention any mind and feelings as he
motive for his car's leaving the himself, her husband, had
road other than his own state of become. 'I just stood there
intoxication. If he had told her, until- this guy, this funny coon,
however bluntly, that he had happened to stop ... And the
honestly tried to kill himself, reason I couldn't get the silly
she would have laughed in his jar.k adjusted, the coon found
face, wishing he might have out, was because I had the
But now she goddamn thing upside down all
succeeded.
listened in silence, in a cold the time. Can you believe that?
and forbidding silence that I had it upside down all the
time!
merely
was not angry,
He chuckled once, bravely,
disgusted. She had passed the
point with him, and passed it and then turning around to find
completely now, of ever being the back of his wife's head
angry with him again. What facing him in rejection, instead
she felt now, past the point of of the front as he expected, he
all broken promises, all second sighed, the jokes over for now,
chances, all hope and wishful and leaned over to turn off the
thinking that their unhappy, lamp on the night-table bethopeless life together might ween them.

'You cracked up the car?'
'Unfortunately, I did,' he
off his
pulling
replied,
college -ring.
brownstoned
Before him on the sparselydecked dresser was an early
picture of his wife in a gilded
frame of cracked glass; seven
yearsofbadluck,sothesaying
went. It had seemed longer
than that.
'Did you crack it up badly?'
she asked, her voice taut as
fine wire.

rejection - am I to understand
that there are no members of
the society who are juniors? Is
< Con't. from Pg. 2)
everyone of junior status
automatically exempt from the
Gold Key Society? And, finally,
that I am now a junior, will be is the homogene,"IUSGold Key
a senior next year and Society truly r,~presentative of
PROBAB.LY would not have the Rhode Island C allege
the time to devote to the Gold student body if all its members
Key. The final STATED
are white?
reason given was that I now ·
participate in other activities
- I am a member of the
following: Board of GoverVoting
Haram be,
n ors,
Member of the Sociology
•
Student Representatives and
·*
finally a member of the
Student Advisory Board of the
..•
Special Services Program.
The ST AT ED reasons for
my rejection seem to fall short.
•
Could there be a larger
\~~
determining factor? Have I not
Rhode
to
commitment
~-.J'fi
shown
AMERICA ,ore Losers
......,...___,i/'
Island College simply by the
organizations that I belong to?
( Con't. from Pg. 2)
Could a person function in the
above mentioned organizations
This all does not mean that the United States is about to go to without the ability to work with
Next week Mr. Mayoh
war again against the Indians though, certainly, this Wounded new people and to establish a
returns with more on his visit
to the Soviet Union.
Knee incident can be construed as a treaty violation. But con- rapport with them? My being a
Next week Mr. Mayoh
sidering the fact that there will be approximately 300,000 junior this year was one of the
returns with more on his visit
unemployed Vietnam veterans looking for something to do, and a ST AT ED reasons for my
to the Soviet Union.
large group vf dedicated P.O.W.'s who have probably been itching to bust some gook heads for some years, a new set of Indian
Wars is made to order.
There are lots of precedents for killing Indians. Most
E
significant is that killing Indians provided centuries of sport for
our forefathers, from the time John Smith landed at Jamestown
up unti 1. the "alleged" massacre of Wounded Knee in the 1890's.
S~condly, Indians are ~ot white. ~~lling them would be in keeping
with the great American tradition of messing up non-white
224 THAYER STREET
peoples. Thirdly, they're pushy. After all, most ethnic groups
PROVIDENCE
came to this country with nothing- AND THEY MADE IT. It is
once
who
Indians
the
how
understand
to
difficult for Americans
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sun. Noon to 6 p.m., 521-3230
had everything, could have the gall to complain. After'a11, no one
1ikes a sore loser.

Gold Key?
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An importantannouncementto e,ery

19
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studentin the health professions:

26
32

46

50

NEWSCHOLARSHIPS
AREAVAILABLE

54
57

63
65

© Edward Juli us,
~
1. Partnership

B. Italian

Dessert
15, Absence of Government
16. Ellington Tune·
17. Returns on Payments
18, Marked With Lines
19, French Friend
20,
Wait (2 wds,)
22. Branch of Accounting
23, Bon
24, Coverings
25, Bantu Language
26, Perform
29, Russian Measure
30, Follower of Zeno
32, Live and
(2 wds.)
34, Cotton Fabric
36, Moutha comb, form
37, Italian
Number
JB, Causes Irritation
42. Marine Animals
46, Etting and Roman
47. Cry of Anguish
49. Signified
50, Monkey
51, Peelings
53, •Actor
Erwin
54, SportsOrganization
55, Arm Bones
var,
56, Hebrew Letter,
57. Ceylonese Capital
60, Flickering
63. One Who Makes Possible
64, Mock
65, Natives of Aleppo
66. More Shrewd

197 3

Targum CW7)-1

DOWN
--r:-"Type of Candy
2, Sea
3, Natural Environment
4,
Pro Nobis
5, Month (abbr,)
6, Belonging to Them
7, Heart Contraction
8, Duffs Golf Shot
9, Aches
10, Vase
11. Miss West
12. Standing __
13, Miss Wood
14, Not Precise
21. Dove's Cry
27, Clerical
Attire
28, Exhausts
JO, Senator Thurmond
31, Has1 Sp,
33, Mana Lat,
35, Chemical in Body
38, Actress __
Langford
39. PleaPing Sound
40, Of the Stars
41, Tars
42, Birthplace of Ragtime
43, House Warmer (2 wds,)
44, International
Agreement
45, Speak Hesitantly
48, Tavern
51, Infielder
Amaro
52, Lines of S'tIJching
58, Japanese Sash
59,
Style Sheet
61, Pamous C.ollege
62. Heat Measure

IMMEDIATELY
I

THEY
COVER
TUITION
ANDRELATED.
COSTS
AND
1·NcO.ME
PROVIDE
ANANNUAL
/t..;;,

OF$5,300ASWELL
\'

Solution

on Page 8.
If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
.soon as you enter the program, but l"emain:in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

Amn~sty
< Con't.

from Pg. 2)

Secondly, politicians love to
use the language and tactics of
their opponents, and the
Messrs.
Nixon,
Agnew,
Buckley and company have
piously declaimed on the
"immorality" of amnesty. But
they condemn themselves out
of their own mouths. After a
long and brutal war, marked
not only by the loss of life on
both sides, but also by mental
and moral carnage which have
precipitated
mutual
recriminations among our own
people and a lust for revenge
on our own children, what
could be worse than this
nat-ionally televised oath that
"They mu'st pay". What a gross
distortion of values it is to
refuse to take a step in· the
direction
of helping and
healing our own nation.
The major religious bodies
are normally loath to disturb
their warm relations with the
oolitical powers-that-be, but it
Is significant that on this issue,
at least, they have made a
public at tes ta tion of their
convictions.
The National
Council of Churches, with
official participations
by
the U.S. Catholic Conference
and the Synagogue Council
,of
America,
concluded
a statement on the subject with
these words: "By seeking
amnesty we do not dishonor the
consciences or the acts of those
who fought and died. Our hope

is that by abstaining from all
punitive acts against both
those who prosecuted this war
and those who refused to
participate in it, we shall af:
firm a spirit of humanity that
will stand the nation in good
stead as it makes peace with
itself and with the world."
Shortly before. his death, the
revered
Rabbi
Abraham
Heschel said, "Something
precious will have been lost by
the American people if they
should regard amnesty as a
matter of mercy. Much of the
hope of the future depends
upon a clear recognition that
resistance to an unjust war is a
sacred right of man. 11
It is time to lay aside the
invidious comparisons and
labels of "hawk" and "dove."
Vengeance will not bring back
the dead. Political and social
stigmas will not replace amputated limbs and broken
spirits. Dignity and humanity
alone can make us whole
again. Students, teachers,
whole campuses once rose up
to give a splendid witness to
their depth of concern for truth
and justice. Is there a chance
that they may do it again, not
perhaps with rallies and
picketing, but through effective lobbying to bring home
their exiled brothers? If so,
perhaps we may again be a
good and generous people in a
great and upright land.

Y OUDg

o·emos.

<t:on'!- from Pg.

'_l'err~pen;-beganto flare when
L igouri supporters cnarged
that more Farrell voters had
switched than had originally
voted for him. Mr. Dannecker
declared the first ballot invalid·
and
was
immediately
challenged by the L igouri
supporters, who subjected him
to much verbal abuse. Mr.
Dannecker's ruling was upheld
by a majority of the delegates
and a resolution to recess for
two weeks was passed in spite
of the cat calls and epithets of

,,..,.JJ$..J_I

hJ\JHl

JJUL

GJ-.Jil.J.bl

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you rema_in on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
·
·
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
·are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you.'11 have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself requires long,

111'/V

1)

the Ligouri forces. I When the
L igouri delegates defiantly
refused to leave the Student
Union when the convention was
recessed, the campus security
police were called in to clear
the building. The decision to
call in the campus security
police indubitably precluded
violence.
As the situption with the
young Democrats stands now,
the convention will reconvene
Sunday, March 11 at the
Windjammer at Rocky Point at

l\

}c,:-j!J\Jl.H

..,l

.\.

u,vu

I

..1 .l.

hard, expensive trainin,g
Now we are in_a position to
give you some help. Mail in, 1
the coupon at your earliest,
convenience fo'r more detailed.
information.
'·

r----------------7
I ~;;;it
C-C N-33
Forces Scholarships

Universal
I desire

City, Texas 78148
information
for

the

following

pr:~:;=
Navy
Air Force
MedicaP;Osteopa~tic
O Dental

~

(please

I
I
I

print)

~~&~=--------'

l

Addres•--------

I
I

City _________
Stat:e_
Enrolled

al----,-=-:--:-:-----

To graduate

in_

I

I

(Year)

I

not available in Air Force Program.

I

(Month)
(Month)

•Podiatry

I
I

(School)

______

(Degree)

Date or birth

I

j

ZiP----

____

I
I
I

I
I

Veterinary
O Podiatry•
Other (Please specify) _____

Nam"-----,---,-----

I

(Year)

(Day)

L----------------J

11p.m. a,nd~ill hopefuli.elect a
president and a slate of officers,
ANCHOR NOTICE
The Chaplains'
Colloquium
will be held Tuesday, March ''
13th at 1:00 p.m. in Lou_nge E of
the Student Union. Faculty and
Students are invited to attend.
Dr. P. William
Hutchinson,
Director, and members of the
cast will
discuss
the RIC
Theatre oroduction of Kafka's
THE
TRIAL.
Rev. Basil De Pinto
and Rev. David A. Ames

I
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A Voice said, "Write."
( But there was no answer)
The Voice said, "Write."
"Go away .. .
I can't .. .
I'm busy.
The Voice said, "WRITE."
"Go away .. .
I can't .. .
I don't know how . . "
But the Voice said, "WRITE!"
"What shall I write?
Fantastic theatrical dramas?
Erudite theological dissertations?
Revolutionary political treatises?
Sentimental family remembrances?
Purple pornographic passages?
What shall I write? . . "
"The truth."
"They wouldn't believe it."
"Good!"
Pwill
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toques, racing down the road
that led from Whittier School.
What trouble she had telling
Janet Rothbart
them apart. Common faces
I prefer to say as little as
they presented to the world,
possible about this man, so let
Widow's peaks, thundrous
it suffice for me to say that
brows and turned up noses.
Orville Dorst was a winner.
They reveled in the similarity,
He could get up on Friday
each blaming the other for the
thirteenths, stark of any good
latest work of mischief, though
luck charms, and sail through
often both were to blame and
the day, calm as calm, unultimately, both suffered the
scathed. He could go on a
same
punishm:ent.
They
picnic where there weren't any
shared everything: their dog,
ants and the nearby fishing
their
corriic book,
their
spot had not a soul in sight. ,
bedroom. Even the last bean in
He had perfect timing, and
the pot had to be split two
never stepped on a girl's feet
ways. One Christmas, they
when they went dancing, and
received
a Duncan Yoyo,
always
got flowers
that
which, through a marvelous
matched her dress. Oh yes, and
exercise of imagination and
he never burnt the toast in the
dexterity,
they decided to
morning.
share by having one youth
All this, of course, should
enjoy the yoyo for the downhave made
Orville
very
swing, i.hen quickly passing off
popular. But there's a funny
Unless you tied the rose bush
Rose
to the other for gratification on
thing about luck, the theory
down to the ground with pegs
Lee Carroll
the upswing..
running rather similarly to the
whilst painting. However, the
It's kind of weird when you ladder would have to be set in
A woman was their undoing.
one about a vacuum. A vacuum
must be filled; there must think of how hair lighteners
the thorns so you'd have to be They split when Dick met Pat.
work; Like how can they stain careful that e-ither your sanThough Gene might have liked
always be compensations.
it, Dick would have no part of a
Therefore, when Orville was hair lighter? It seems like it dals don't fall off, of if you're
menage a trois. "Decadent
around, he dragged off all the would be easier to color it not wearing sandals, I guess
pig,"
he would
mutter
good luck that everyone else darker, like a house. When you you'd have to be careful that
whenever
Gene's
name
was
had, and it naturally clung to use a Latex it usually is easier
you don't worry about them
him. The people around, him to paint a shade darker, so you falling off; since, after all, you mentioned. His relationship
with Pat blossomed into the
then, were left with nothing but don't use so much force, or don't have them on in the first
time or worry ( about a darker
full flower of nuptial comtheir bad luck.
place. Logical. B_ut- sandals
showing
through).
People tend to notice this color
don't always do the trick, so mitment and they were soon
wed in the same suburban
sort of thing, and Orville Dorst Although, we did have a giant you wouldn't have to worry.
chapel in which he was
became a man to be avoided. rose bush climbing up our wall, Like you'd be ahead in the
christened.
In. short, because
of his which could conceivable hide a winter when everyone else has
Dick received his rodent's
tremendous talent for drawing lousy paint job. But, in all has sandals under their beds to
credentials
and a set of tr~ck
actuality,
it
(
the
house)
good luck, he was a jinx.
worry about, whereas you'd
shoes. He was on his way. If he
For_ a man with such good probably wouldn't ever need not only lack-,worrying about
ever suffered from any lack of
luck, Orville was very lonely .. painting if it was ( 'twas)
that, but als'o about crushing
hidden by a rose bush. Not only the snow between you toes, if direction, Pat was there beside
One day he went to a Fortune
"probably" would it not need you stay inside. I'ts also cool him, whispering in his ear. She
Teller of enviable reputation
painting
but you couldn't ever in the snow -to notice that, in had a knack for making the
and asked her to fix hirn up. He
asked her if theje wasn't some get to the house.
reality not many people do right connections and distilling
way she could draw ·Jffsoma of.
worry about sandals., How . their full potential-. Though
Dick's Whittier College record·
his good luck and perhaps give
many carolers do you see
was
uninspired, she manged to
walking around with sandals
it to some of her less fortunate
give
the Graduate Dean of
on? No, they're
too busy
customers. It would be very
worrying a;bout not goofing up Admissions,- in the course of
good for business,
and
the . songs~ I'll het they're_ one night, several good re~sons
profitable besides, .he said. If .
surprised
when someone up on why he should let Dick into law
she didn't, he would start to
s~hool. Through Pat's keen
the r.oo.fdrops a pot of not cold,
hang. around her place -Of
and opportune injudgment
not hot, but scalding water
business until the walls: fell
tercession,
Dick graduated
_ down.
down upon .the singers at - the
cum
la
ude.
and ,gained a
~--front:; 'do01t." Well, lePs give
teller- ,was
The fortune
position as a·junior pcirtner of
· them a little - time to- react.
furio,us, but she couldn't help
Afler all, how .many ex- - California's most prestigiousliking Orville_anyway, s0 they
law firm. One evening over a
made the deal.
- pressi.ons ,reveal _surprise?
Let's- ( let us_) say, '·not . late dinner, his· employer,
I'll give you some bad luck,
many," s_oas to end that on a frequent visitor, leaned over
she said. What you need is
the broccoli to whisper, "My
·logiGal
note, Aye? ( Yes..)
some bad luck to balance out
boy,
do -you know THEY'RE
the good things so there won't
taking
over - and I've decidedbe a vacuum anymore.
you're the boy to stop them!."
She charged Orv..ille a great
Guaranteed. -They
hy Will Collette
After clearing
the lodged
deal of money for her services
business together.
It is possible that they never
potatoes
from
hi.s
windpipe,
and made him marry-her in the
The first bad thing. that even likeC:: each other; they Dick· agreed to accept the
bargain.
She .changed the happened to Orville was that
certainly made a quite pointed
challenge.
He
ran
for
name of her business from he found out she was a fake.
effort not to speak to each
Congress,
defeating
his
opFortune Teller, Registered, to
Orville was delighted, in a other. Their directed resentponent
by
seizing
upon
a
few
Eradicator,
Bad
Luck
way.
ment was as covered as Uncle salient indiscretions
committed during his adversary's
Harry's attempt at sobriety.
The Looking Glass
Yet, as they stood queued up adolescense, and launched a
for the compulsory cup of Aunt career that is now history.
My daughter skips to the....,looking-glass.
Gene, on the other hand,
MargJe's Apple Jack punch,
She smiles, tries a grin, then a pout;
never got off the ground, never
even the most casual observer
She sucks in her cheeks, lowers her lids,
built up a-full head of steam,
could see they shared the same
then crosses her eyes with her tongue stw;;k out.
roots. Such a conclusion was never got any wind in~his sails.
She rais.es herself on high-heel toes,
He settled in Whittier, for lack
odd, since they hardly shared
Surveys her eight year frame,
of anything else to do, began
the same destiny.
.Then bemoans ... that, a.ccording to yesterday,
in Uncle
Harry's
"Family reunions are such a work
today ''I look just the same."
bore,'' the cartoon bubble over shoelace factory, married the
girl who sat behind him in
each of their heads would read,
My ·son stares back at a four year elf,
"I really hate mingling with Spanish and had three kids,
Points a thumb at the glass, and remarks,
two boys and one girl. Dick's
idiot cousins."
Aunt Margie remembered
success was ground like a boot
"That's Himself."
them as youths, with their in his face. He couldn't avoid
July, 1964 black and white Keds, Good- hearing about each latest coup,
will jackets and moth-eaten
for Dick's every movement
Barbara B. Matheson

0 de to Orville

was reported in great detail in
the s,ociety pages of the
Whittier
Herald.
Fortune
turned abruptly on Gene. The
Sixties heralded the age of the
penny loafer, the boot and the
wax shoelace. Advances in
technology and culture placed
the creditors' lock on the door
of Uncle Harry's. Gene was
forced to try his hand at a
number of odd jobs, but
matters never seemed to work
out right. He lacked the
temperment
to sell
encyclopedias in the ghetto. The
Kirby
C lassies
vacuum
cleaner people took note of his
reputation and refused to give
him a job interview. And just
when he was getting the knack
for shining shoes, suede came
into vogue.
As one can easily surmise,
life was not being very kind to
Gene. In fact, Gene would
frequently cry foul, but it was
difficult to get anyone to listen.
The final ignominy fell upon
him when he was forced to
collect, to go on relief. Gene's
spirit was utterly depleted; he
had exhaused his options and
could not envision others on the
horizon. His family had to eat.
And he could not face the
thought of becoming a failure
at survival.
The news services were
quick to pick up the story, the
shock of seeing Presidential
kin. standing in- the welfare
line. Why, he could almost pass
as the President's twin. The
embarrassment was too much
for the Governor of California
who found it necessary to
junket to the Virgin Islands.
The inevitable question was
asked: "Why didn't you ask
your cousi:n for help?"
And the typical reply: ''.Well,
we sort of drifted apart."
· That tliey did. The_ story- of
Gene's plight and the irony of
the President's
cous-in on
welfare made the rounds of the
o_ation's "human interest"
columns for a week and
vanished. Gene would wri-te a.
-, letter to Cousin Dick.now and
again, letters ,that spoke of old
memories
and shared experiences. b'etters that sobbed,
"Remember,
please, damn
you, the good times and us and
what we've been. through and
that I'm alive."
Dick would pick up the envelope .as it lay on his de?k,
noting the return address, and
be tempted to open it. Once, he
had actually begun the motion
of tearing off the end of the
envelope .. But, then, it was
time for the opening. kickoff..

:a'

Cousins
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Film Workshop

. This sem_ester the B.O.G.
film committee changed its
format. to bri_ng the R.LC.
popl!lation vaned experiences
m_ film~. No~ the film committee is gomg one step further; they are offering the
students and faculty at R.I.C.
the chance to partake in a real
film-making experience.
On April 6th, 7th and 8th the
film committee as part of the
Board of Governors will be
sponsoring a film workshop.
~he committee will bring in
film-makers and professional
film people for this three day
event.
PAR'PICIPANTS ALREADY
SIGNED
Marc Bristow - the movie "Marks America."
Ray Kril - Professor of filmmaking, University of Iowa.
David G. Brown - Instructor
at Harvard.
Wa-yne Wadhems - Graduate
of
teacher
of Dartmouth,
at the
16mm film-making
Orson Welles film school in
Boston, Mass.
_These an~ other _loc~l talent
w1J1be showing the1r films and

RIC 8.0.G .

lecturing on techniques and
equipment used
The worksh~p will cover
such production topics as·
LIGHTING,
EQUIPMENT
ANIMATION
SOUND,
'
SCRIPT and EDITING.
Because of the expense of
acquiring the service of the
the fee for the
artists,
workshop will be $13 for R. I. C.
people, $15 for others. The RIC
will have first
population
to enroll for the
chance
workshop. The committee is
l~~iting the number of part1c1pants to 50 people. This is
being done in order that the
groups in the workshops will be
small and thus more effective.
· Registration on campus will
be from March 12th to the 16th
( Mon. thru Fri.). Those interested may register at the
information desk 2nd floor
Student Union each of those
days between the hours of 9-11
in the morning and 2-4 in the
afternoon.
A $ 5.00 nonrefundable
deposit must be paid during
this registration.

presents

"Morning ''
-

a six-piece rock band -

Mixer - Friday, March 16
to 1 a.m.
adm. $ 1.00 RIC 1.0.
$ 1.50 without
ID

9 p.m.

Student Center
Beer 25'

~~

I

"Vast Area of Confusion"
( ('on't. from Pg. 2)

TRUCKING

Trucking

I

you consider anWhen
swering a request from either
a driver or a rider, you should
not feel that it is necessary to
time
the
all
fulfill
requirements listed. That is, if
you can provide a ride for
someone.who advertises "need
ride Mon. Thru Fri. at 9 a.m."
only on, for example, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, call
them up an<} tell them that.
M,ost people are willing to split
requirements
.transportation
among several people, and
even if you can provide only
part of the need, it is certainly
better than nothing.

sue~ ~ perio?. _It is also significant that the recent upsurge in
lemm1st act1v1ty has created a profitable market for the
. If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It
publication of articles and monographs dealing with women's
1s free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bu1letin
history much in the same way the black struggles of the 1960's
board. To participate, please furnish the fo11owinginformation: 1) Are
made it easy for almost any articles or books dealing with black
a driver or rider? 2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are
you
history to be published. The question Mr. Lemons must ask
going? 4 l Are you willing to share expenses? 5 l Who are you and
you
he
when
1967
in
himself is why his dissertation was not published
where can you be reached? Notices will be run for two weeks only unless Marriage, Divorce
finishe? it: ?ut is being published now in 1973, six ye~rs later,
renewed. Again, the service is free and will a11owyou to reach a large
when feminism and the history of feminism are popular and
audience and is not limited to commuting back and forth from RIC. The and the New
curr_ent topics. Did the revisions take that long?
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
Life Styles
participants and not with the Anchor.
I suppose what goaded me into writing this letter is the fact
An open discussion
adwere
day
autumn
that
up
putting
was
I
that the posters
for all concerned persons.
RIDERS
vertising a movie "Vietnamese Women" which dealt with the
DRIVERS
A series of six Wednesday
dynamic and egalitarian role of women in North Vietnamese
for RIC Leaving Barrington for RIC evenings, beginning March 7,
Leaving Centredale
society. If Stan were walking in New York City in 1925, and came
Wed.
Tues.,
&
for 11 a.m. Mon.
Tues. thru Fri. for 8 a.m.
1973will be held in the Meeting
across a student of his advertising a movie on contemporary
around 12: 30. & Thurs. at 10 a.m. Call Mary House of Beneficent ( Round
Mon.
classes,
feminism he would have hurried away muttering about his new Can take up to 4 people. Call at 24(i-0762.
Top) Church, Providence, at
book dealing with the progressive aspects of some earlier period.
***
Karen at 2:0-5680 or contact
30 p.m.
7:
All historians, however, need the perspective ( or is it the safety)
Leaving RIC for Barrington
thru Chaplains' Office.
7 - "Breakdown in
March
of the intervening years before passing their sanctimonious
p.m.,
30
5:
at
Wed.
&
Mon.
**
*
of
". Two Films
multitude
a
Communications
down,
died
has
smoke
the
as
soon
As
judgments.
Tues. at noon and Thurs. at 4
Leaving RIC for Centredale
Moderated by
shown
be
will
historians and other chroniclers descend from the rafters and
Mon. thru Thurs. at around 4 p.m. Call Mary at 246-0762.
Dr. Ira Gross, Professor of
closets of academia to tell everyone just what happened and why.
*
*
*
1>.m.. Fri. at noon. Call Karen
of
University
Historians, in their writings, eagerly man the barricades,
Leaving RI~ for Warren Fri. Psychology,
at 2:\l-5(i80 or thru Chaplains'
earlier.
century
Rhode Island.
providing the barricades were dismantled a half
exshare
to
Willing
12.
after
Office.
March 14 - "The Origins of
When the Anchor asked Mr. Lemons if his wife was an adpenses. Call Anne at 245-8399.
***
Mrs. Terna Gouse ..
Divorce".
vocate of women's liberation, he "was at a loss to answer." "This
***
Leaving Pawt. End of East
Sodal Worker;
Psychiatric
is a troublesome question," he was paraphrased as saying, "due
for
area
U.
Brown
Leaving
Side for RIC Mon., Tues. and
Hospita!.
Butler
to the fact that it is such a vast area of debate and confusion " Ah
Fri. before !} a.m. Willing to RIC Wed. to arrive for 9 a.m.
March 21 - "Alternative
but the passage of time sends the most staid historian r~shing
several people. Call Will class, Fri. to arrive for 8 a.m.
take
Styles". Moderated by Dr.
Life
into yesterday's social labyrinths. Thus, Mr. Lemons has no
class. Willing to share exat :1:H-0008 or extension 311.
with presentations
Gross,
Ira
problem with the "vast area of debate and confusion" concerning
863-4542.
at
Jane
penses. Call
two Br.own University
ieminism in the 1920's. The time has come for historians to stop
by
*
*
*
Leaving RIC for East Side
;alking about the history of change and do something to change
Leaving Warren for RIC Mon. students.
& Tues. after 4: 15-6: 30
Mon.
·
of
struggles
progressive
the
in
participating
March 28 - "Single Persons
l1istory by actively
& Wed., Thurs. to arrive for
Wed. after 7:15-9:30
the present. Anyone who finds the present a mystery will shed classes,
A Divorce". Dr. Herbert
After
noon class. Willing to leave
class. Willing to take several
Chief Psychologist,
Gross,
W.
little light on the intricacies of the past.
245-1479.
at
Karen
Call
earlier.
people. Call Will at 331-0008 or
Butler Hospital.
Sincerely,
*
*
*
extension :nl.
of
"Children
April 4 Scott Molloy
Leaving RIC for Warren Mon.
***
Divorced Parents". Rev. Fred
RIC '70
Thurs.
p.m.,
30
6:
at
We-d.
&
Leaving RIC for Greenwood
anytime after 2 p.m. Call Gilbert, Social Worker, Child
section of Warwick weekdays
Welfare Service of Rhode
Karen at 245-1479.
Discover the World on Your
around 4:30 p.m. Call Jimmy
Island and Minister of the
*
*
*
737-4196.
at extension 471 or
of Christ.
Disciples
( Narr.
Warwick
Leaving
RIC for Warwick
Leaving
"Religious
11
April
class
a.m.
9
for
RIC
Mon. & Wed. at Pkwy) for
(Narr.Pkwy)
Rev. Paula
Perspectives".
a.m.
8
for
Fri.
Wed.,
&
Mon.
February
I
September
Sails each
2 p.m., Fri. at noon. Willing to
class. Call Maureen at 781- Durrant, Assistant Minister,
share expenses. Call Maureen
Beneficent Church.
!}156.
at 781-9156.

ATSEA
SEMESTER

New Desk Policies: Weber Hall

Combine accredited study with educational stops in Africa,
Australasia and the Orient. Over 7500 students from 450
campuses have already experienced this international
program. A wide range of financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

The following rules concerning desk duty are effective
as of February Zl, 1973,and are
mandatory of each resident
student of Weber Hall:
1. There will be a separate
sign-in sheet for each hour of
desk, with the names of the
people who are on desk duty for
that hour at the top of the sheet
( More sign-in sheets will be
provided as they are needed.)
2. For each visitor ( NONRESIDENT) , the person on
desk duty will call up t() the
suite for the host/hostes:1 and

wait for them to come to the
ON
desk. THE PERSON
DESK DUTY WILL THEN
SIGN THE FIRST AND LAST
NAMES OF THE VISITOR
THE HOST/HOSTESS, THE
SUITE, AND THE TIME TO
THE SIGN-IN SHEE1.
3. The sign-in sheets will be
turned in at the end of the day
by the L.G.A. on duty.
4. No one who is not properly
signed in will be allowed past
the desk area.
5. If a visitor does go past
the desk area without following

proper sign-in procedures, the
person on desk duty will aall
Security ( ext. 201, campus
phone) , identify themselves
and the nature of the problem,
and ask the Security Department to escort the person out of
the building.
HELP WANTED
$ l00.00 weekly possible addressing mail for firms-Full and
part time at home. Send stamped
self-addressed envelope to HOME
Box
WORK OPPORTUNITIES
566 Ruidoso Downs, New Mexico
88346.
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Recoriani Boolt$1/1
REDUCED
PRICES
Famous Stereo
Included

Albums,

Singles

and Boxed Sets,

in this selection
are Classical,
Pop and Jazz.

Regular

price
from

on these
$5.98

albums

Folk,

would

Rock,

be

to $44.95!!!

Now At Your Bookstore

SALE PRICED from $1.29

to $9.98.

~

QUANTITIES

ARE LIMITED--HURRY IN!!!

NEW:

Come in and see our span,king
selection

new

of STEREO TAPES -

a II n e w a n d u p to d a t e s e ~ect ions.

BOOKS There

is approximately

Discount

priced

Reduced

prices

on a wide

$1,500

worth

of books
A wide
Included

$

at

349

selection
which

of PUBLISHERS' REMAINDER

have

selection

been

of subjects

are books

These

will

books

other

music,

in this sale.
poetry

and

subjects.

are NOT textbooks.

as much as 80%

Sale Begins Thursday,

by publishe,s.

be found

on art, hobbies,

many

Prices are reduced

discontinued

books.

March

on some books.

9th

RIC Bookstore
._ ____________

. _________....J
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The Trial:
A Preview
by Ron Stetson

Around

the Town

by James W. Dawson

FILMS

BROWN
THURS. MAR. 8
Will Hindle, Experimental Filmmaker - Cinematheque - 8: 00
p.m.
FRI. MAR. 9
El - Carmichael - 7: 00 p.m.
Throne of Blood - Carmichael - 9: 30 p.m.
Mark of Zorro - Carmichael - Midnight.
SAT. MAR. 10
00 p.m.
Bridge On The RiverKwai-Carmichael-7:
The Idiot- Faunce House-7: 00 & 9: 30 p.m.
L' Imortelle - Carmichael - 10: 00 p.m.
I'm No Angel - Faunce House - Midnight.
SUN. MAR. 11
House-7: 00 & 9: 30 p.m.
Desperate Characters-Faunce
MON. MAR. 12
Mother - Cinematheque - 7: 30 p.m.
WED. MAR. 14
30 p.m.
A Bill of Divorcement-Cinematheque-7:
THURS. MAR. 15
30 p.m.
T1 ~:::t'!ear AtMarienbad-Cinematheque-7:
9: 30 p.m.
Avant-Garde Films of the 20's-Cinematheque-

BRYANT
SAT. MAR. 10
#12 & 15-Aud. -7: 30 p.m.
Comedy Night-Fes,
WED. MAR. 14
At War With The Army-Aud. -7: 30p.m.

"What does this mockery of
justice mean?"
In the theatre there are
many types of shows. A large
number of these can, for one
reason or another, be considered extravaganzas. Circus
is certainly in this category, as
are such productions as Disney
on Parade. Also to be included
are
heading
this
under
Cabarets, Vaudeville, and the
Busby Berkley type musicals.
Another kind of extravaganza,
infrequently labeled as such,
exthematic
the
are
travaganzas. HAMLET is a
play which falls into this
THE TRIAL is
category.
another.
TRIAL, a novel by
~ HE
Franz Kafka and later adapted
by Gide
for the theatre
a
constitutes
Barra ult,
thematic challenge of the first
order. It is a play seldom done
by college theatrical groups
due to the overwhelming
problems it presents. It is a
credit to our theatre department that they have chosen to
present it. The play will be
performed for the community
on March 8, 9 and 10 at 8: 15 in
Roberts Hall.
Dr. Hutchinson, the plays
director, has taken some interesting liberties with the
script. He has added some
characters to the production
which appear in the novel but
not in the script. Since the
was written
dramatization
shortly after World War I,
there was a greater emphasis
placed on the political-social
aspects of the novel. This was
done at the expense of some
other thematic points. Dr.
Hutchinson has added these
characters hQping to restore
the original value of the novel
to which he feels artisticly
responsible. He also hopes that
through these additions those
things he feels are of special
importance will be made more
clear and effective.

BARRINGTON
< Con't.

on Pg. 13)

SAT. MAR. 10
Summer of '42 - 8: 00 p.m.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
FRI. MAR. 9
Summer of '42-Albertus Magnus-7: 30& 10: 00 p.m.
SAT MAR. 10
Mr. Freedom - Albertus Magnus - 8: 00 p.m.
SUN. MAR. 11
Summer of '42-Albertus Magnus-7: 30& 10: 00 p.m.
TUES. MAR. 13
Citizen Kane - Albertus Magnus - 7: 30 & 9: 30 p. m.
ROGER WILLIAMS
WED. MAR. 14
Importance Of Being Earnest-

Lee. Hall #1-8:

30 p.m.

RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
THURS. MAR. 15
Closely Watched Trains- Mem. Hall-7: 30 p.m.
RHODE ISLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE
FRI. MAR. 9
Pretty Maids All In A Row and The Mouse That Roared Easton Hall - 2: 30 p.m.
PRODUCTIONS

TRINITY SQUARE
THURS. MAR. 8 - THURS. MAR. 15
School For Wives ( By Moliere) - 7 Bridgham St., Providence 8: 00 p.m.
CONCERTS

PALACE THEATRE
SUN. MAR. 11
The Bee Gees - 8: 00 p.m.

Stevie Wonder!!
( Con't. from Pg. 1)

first big hit was a song called
Fingertips Part I and II, his
most recent was Superstition.
Between these two hits Stevie
Wonder has had many other
notable achievements which
include There's A Place In The
Sun. His entire entourage,
which includes a nine piece
band and backup choir, will be
onstage with him. A second
band will also appear but has
not yet been announced.
Ticket information will be
forthcoming. The concert is
sponsored by the Rhode Island
College Board of Governors in
conjunction with radio station
WBRU and WICE. Read this
paper for further information.

On Campus

byJamesW.9awson

THURSDAY, MARCH 8
Chamber Theatre - Roberts Little Theatre - e: 00 p.m. - -1:00
p.m. ( Admission Free with RIC I.D., $2.00 without).
The Trial - Roberts Theatre - 8: 15 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
The Trial - Roberts Theatre - 8: 15 p.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 10
The Trial - Roberts Theatre - 8: 15 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 11
Distinguished Film Series - Fellini's Satyricon - Gaige Aud. 8: 00 p.m.
Fine Arts - Preservation Hall Jazz Band - Roberts Theatre 8: 15 p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 12
Sa ls tone House - 7: 00 p.m. - Midnight.
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Salstone House - 7: 00 p.m. - Midnight.
WEDNESDAY,MARCH14
Salstone House - 2: 00 o.m. - 5: 00 p.m.

The

Village
Green

Preservation
Society
hv Ken Michael Foresta}

SEC URI NG SKIN ROW

Being romantic by choice
and not by habit, I decided that
as long as I was in New York
City I would take a relaxing
stroll down 42nd street. Not
being aware of what 42nd
street consisted, I entered its
"delta" on 8th Ave with an
·
open mind.
On the corn~r of 8th and 42nd
is where this story really
begins, for it is here that I met
Rosco. Rosco is a blind black
man who sings Blues on the
corner for a living. Now when I
say Rosco sang the Blues, I
mean Rosco sang the Blues. He
sang it loud and he sang it
clear.
He sang that type of Blues
that made one want to stamp
his feet, and that's exactly what
I found myself doing. It was a
pleasant experience and I felt I
owed a little something to
Rosco for turning it on to me. I
deposited a couple of coins in
his can and thanked him for his
music, and promised him I
would return.
to
you going
''Where
Brother?" was Rosco's reply. I
told him that I was just going to
pass the time on 42nd street.
He began to chuckle and said,
"You'se either from out ta town
of you'se a fruit". I readily
to his first exadmitted
planation as the cause of my
journey.
"What ya want on 42nd
street?" were his next words.
reply.
''.Nothing", was my
"Ain't you ever heard about
42nd street son?" "I've read
somethings about it"; I was
amazed because while talking
to Rosco I found myself to be
stuttering. "You afraid of me
Rosco asked very
boy?"
calmly. "No, should I be?"
"No", he replied. "But if you
are, you'd better stop right
here." "Why?" He began to
chuckle once more and simply
explained by saying "Because
I am 42nd street."
Keeping these words for
future consideration, I began
my conquest of 42nd Street.
I was immediately amongst
a crowd that was watching a
group of Hari Krishnas sing,
I imand dance.
chant
looked back at
mediately
Rosco' he was still sitting

as if
and seemed
there,
completely unaware of this
part of 42nd street. I shook my
head and walked on.
As I wandered further into
the darkness of 42nd street, I
myself
began to visualize
making this a daily thing. I
could team up with Rosco; he
could sing I could dance we'd make enough to live by.
We probably could make more
as I could see where the big
crowds were and Rosco and I
could- move along. That way
we wouldn't be stuck on the
same corner. It was beginning
to look as though it might work.
· I left my thoughts for awhile
of my
and took notice
surroundings once more. I was
standing in front of one of the
several "skin shows" found on
42nd street; this particular one
\\'as showing Sex i\Iaids from
Sweden and selected shorts.
Christ. I thought, just the
mo\'ie for a cold February day.
Right next to the theater was a
peep show. This was a real
exclusive one, along with the
movies they also had topless
dancers, a real treat.
I looked back at Rosco, and
wondered once more if he was
really aware of the whole
thing.
I decided that I needed
:;omething to warm me up. Hot
chocolate. I found a small
donut shop, and gratefully
retreated into its foggy interior. It was crowded but
luckily I found a stool and
ordered some hot chocolate.·
"Visiting?", it was the young
man sitting to my left.
"Yea, is it that noticeable."
"No", he said, "but I thought
that I would make conversation."
I didn't reply; for some
reason I did not like him. Why
did he want to talk to me? Shit.
he's probably pulling some
game.
He looked my way for a
I couple of minutes, then t.urnf!d
his attention to the man on his
left. I drank up and left. I didn't
tip the counter man.
I worked my way back up 1.,,
8th street. Rosco had ldt.. r
became aware that he w,,uld
be back though, that. 1.h,:y
would all be back. That. t.,,
them 42nd street was n,,t. ;J
stroll, but a means <>fsurvive.JI.
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The Coffeehouse
Circuit
By James W. Dawson

A BAO A QU - RIC
FRI. & SAT. MAR. 9, 10
Bill Madison - 8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
WED. MAR. 14
The Marx Bros.' Cocoanuts ( Shown in conjunction with Cinema
U. - the B.O.G. Film Committee ) - 7: 00 p.m. & 9: 30 p.m.

THE MOUTHPIECE - DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE
FRI. MAR. 9
Rick Drost - 7: 00 p.m. - Midnight.
SAT. MAR. 10
Wood River Junction - 7: oop.m. - Midnight.

BIG MOTHER - BROWN
THURS. MAR. 8
Bob Franke - 9: 00 p.m. - 1: 00 a.m.
F'RI. MAR. 9
c;eoff Bartley - 9: oop.m. - 1: 00 a.m.
~AT. MAR. 10
Empathy - 9: 00 p.m. - 1: 00 a.m.
T HUHS. MAR. 15
Sweet Pie - 9: 00 - 1:00 a.m.

"Fellini

Satyricon"

F.ELLINI SATYRICON, the

third film in the Distinguished
Films Series ( Semester II),
will be shown on Sunday,
March 11, at 8 p.m. in Gaige
Auditorium. Admission is 50¢.
Directed by Federico Fellini
and described
by Vincent
Canby of The New York Times
as "A magnificently realized
movie of Fellini's own - and
our wildest
dreams,"

Music Education

FELLINI

Conl. from Pag(' 2

oriented" education only. This i:,;fine if the student wants to be a
concert artist, but the majority of students majoring in music are
in the l\lusic Education curriculum which means most plan .to
teach in public schools. In order to do this, they need to study and
have a working knowledge oLevery type and style of music, not
just the one type that is offered.
What happens to popular music, folk music, foreign music,
jazz, and rock? -- they end up just becoming words that the
student has very little perception, insight, or knowledge of. When
the student earns his degree and goes into public school teaching,
he finds it hard to relate with his students because he knows very
little about their type of music ( as I have learned from my
"student-teaching" semester). Right here a barrier is set up
between students and teachers because the students don't want to
just learn and talk about Bach, Mozart, and Beethovan, but th~y
also want to learn about what is facing them today on the rad10,
records movies and television. It is really more important that
they be able to live, associate with, and understand what's going
on in today's society, than to know what happened 200 years ago
in some remote little village in Germany.
1

FELLINI

SATYRICON

won the Critics' Prizr as Best
Italian Film at the Venice Film
Festival.

Lit. Mag. Revived
About The College Literary
Magazine: Students who wish

to contribute
to
THE
HELICON,
the
student
literary magazine of Rhode
Island C allege, may forward
submissions
includingt
poems, short stories, and
essays, as well as sketches or
illustrations - to HELICON
MAIL, c/o Department
of
English. Manuscripts should
be submitted before March 15.

Sociology

Column

by Steven Chianesi

On February 21, there was a
Student
Represen ta ti ve
Meeting. Seventeen official
members were present.
Robert Tencher gave a
report
on the Sociology
Department's library and its
progression and development.
The date for the next
Sociology
Representatives
meeting is March 14, 1973,at 2
p.m. in Craig-Lee 053.
Plans
for
going
to
Parliament
as a Sociology
Club are still in the process of
being formulated.
The
next
meeting
of
will deal
The Music Department should look to other ~alleges for representatives
guidance and inspiration. It is an open f~ct that p~actically every specifically with devising a
great music conservatory and college m the ymted States now proposition to present to the
offers some education in modern popular music. ~ast year I was faculty and department on the
involved in a popular music course at R. I. C. but it ~a~ cancelled Social Welfare Formula. All
are
because the department did not find any worth m it - other Student representatives
students and myself found it to be a huge success. The faculty asked to please be present as
just won'tlisten! A few more ofthe more well known colleges that this is an importar!t meeting.
On March 20, on the Brown
offer these courses are: New England Conservatory, Eastman,
Boston University, Oberlin and Berkelee - Where's R.I._C.??? Campus, at Churchill House,
The Art Department considers all forms of art as vahd a~d 155 Angel St., there will be a
And
the study of all forms from "classical ~r_t to pop art" are m- lecture on "Religion
corporated in its curriculum, the~efore, givu~g the a_rtstudent the Revolution in the New World"
by Melvin Dixon, Department
rounded education that the music student is lackmg.
of History, University of Rhode
Something must be done to change the '_'n_arrow~inded"
attitude that is reflected by the department, as it IS only fair to ~11 Island. It is one in a series of
present students and all future students. Why dwell so much m lectures on the Black Exthe past when we have to live in the present and be able to face perience
in Africa,
the
Americas and the Caribbean
the future! ! !
given by faculty from colleges
"Variety is the Spice of Life."
and universities in the Greater
Thank you,
Providence Area.
Frank Larsen
t
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by Jeffrey

L. Heiser

SATYRIC ON

portrays the adventures of
three young men who witness
depravity at Nero's court.

Of course I am not saying to do away with classical music as
it is very important to know how music evolved and de~eloped-:but rather to make the inter-relationship between classical music
and m0dern music on a 50-50 basis. "Music educators who bypass jazz and popular music on the grounds of unworthi_n_essor
insignificance, suffer a compound failure; _that of f~ih~g t_o
recognize an art form that has already proved itself, of viewmg it
with a closed mind, even if they have begrudgingly admitted its
merit and its existence ... " (The preceding quote was taken from
the Music Educator's Journal of September 1968, which the
Music Department professers preach!) The curriculum does not
offer the study of any popular and jazz music, but yet it offers the
study of music by composers such as John Cage who puts nuts
and bolts into a piano and then plays it with his fists, elbows, and
arms - producing "an infinite deal of nothing." Where does ~he
sense of values lie? Why is John Cage considered more musical
and more important than some of our leading jazz bands like
Buddy Rich, for example?

PORTRAITS

l'

<..

A

c:

'!J..::~

The Museum
( Just friends and assorted symbolism)

She was the only person I knew that would brush her teeth
and eat lunch at the same time in order to save five minutes. With
·the interest she hoped to collect, she repeated to me her life-long
desire lo get out. "Get out of what?" I would ask innocently
enough.
"Get out of this rut long enough so I can buy a new toothbrush,"
she would answer with that wicked grin that she reserved only for
her favorite acquaintances. "This one's got corned beef all over
it." Sometimes it would be the remains of a spinach pie, other
times it would be deviled ham. I always found it very easy to
accept what she said, even if it amounted to her reminding me
that she didn't want to remind me to keep my bloody hands off
that splendid little tush that she too-often waved in front of my
washed-out face. Then when I went in the bathroom to wash my
bloody hands she would jam the lock until I would promise to take
her to the museum across town.
I had always loved Monet, just as I always loved fog and haze
and the thought of seeing her standing in the doorway on some
summer Sunday afternoon in the south of France. She understood
but would laugh as she teased me by pointing to the Van Gogh and
asking me to lend her an ear. Her wit continuan~, cut into me like
a broken whisky bottle.
We finally sat down within eye-distance of the water faucet,
Monet to the left but out of sight, while Van Gogh stood strikingly
in front of us. She smiled wickedly because she was taking it all in
at my expense and she joked casually about being home on time
to cook supper for her non-existent husband. I was hungry myself
and after I had told her about the books I had been reading, she
countered by impressing me with the ones that she had just
finished for the second or third time. We both knew that I could
never win, and she smiled secure in herself.
The museum itself was a strange, quiet adventure. I
originally had wanted so much to go, and she had answered me
with what appeared to be a sincere smile. However, my feet
ached, as did my head due to the poor lighting, and sensing that I
was suffering on her account ( something for which she would
never allow herself to be held responsible) , she hinted in favor of
an immediate departure: "You've not having a good time?" She
spoke so plainly, yet so much was behind the sad glow in her eyes
that she rarely displayed when she was genuinely concerned
about some matter, whether trivial or of the greatest importance.
"No, really," but the hesitation in my speech was sufficient
for her to catch on to my only being polite. "I've just got some
things on my mind."
"Like what?" was the unexpected question that came out all
too easily. She sensed all my vulnerable points through some
undefined intuition that she carefully har,bored inside her
def ens es, and always found herself able to joke freely on a tender
subject.
I avoided the penetrating scrutiny of her stare, the glean that
always cut through the heart. We both got up to leave. It was
always difficult to tell her that I loved her, but as foolish as
sneakers in snow, I always managed to place myself in the frame
of mind of an utter fool, leaving myself wide open for one of her
more piercing replies. But as we neared her house just as it was
getting dark, I sensed that this time things would be a bit different. In fact, I remember quite distinctly the empty bottle of
burgundy that I stared at for hours before crying as a child
ashamed at perhaps my greatest failure.
.
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OF BEER

PITCHERS
OR

GOBLETS OF WINE
ALL YOU CAN DRINK

~

plus
Carol Preziosi
Margaret
Short

Colleen
Farrissey
Kris
Hartman

Frank McDowell
Mary Reavey

Elaine
:\owak

DA:\C E: CO:vJPt;LSIO:\S

plus

Choreographer: Heinz Poll

~ii~s2.95

.Jennifer Cooke
Debbie Dallon
Martha Dempster
Paula DeH.ila
Colleen Farrissey
Kris Hartman
H.ichard Lambertson
Frank McDowell
Carol Preziosi
Catherine Sernosky
Margaret Short
.James Tartaglioni

entire Company met with Clay
for three, eightTaliaferro
hour days lo choreograph and
of
half
last
the
learn
STllEAl\1S IN SPACE. From
then ( including the rehearsals
for the last half of COMPULSIONS with Heinz PollJ,
through I he I WO \\'l'eks on stage
before the concert. the total
hours :,pent in rehearsal will be

BONE-IN
STEAK

A JUICY
SIRLOIN.

RIC Dance Co.

Preview Matinee of
The RIC Dance Co.
On Wednesday, March 21st,
in Roberts
at 2: 15 p.m.
will be a
there
Theater,
preview matinee of the annual
dance concert. The first half of
the concert will be presented.
The full concert begins at 8: J:i.
i\larch 23rd and 24th.
dances.
of
sui le
A
choreographed by Kris Hartman and Paula DeRita to the
music Appolo \\'ill open the
matinee. Two men and three
girls satirize the Bach themes
in a dance called JOY. Earl)·
l\ew England. Holy Hollers
and Southern Baptist religious
fA,rvor is the thematic material
for the second part of thl'
program. The varying depth of
relationships in acquaintances
and friends is the subject of tlw
lJ,',·
choreographed
dances
C o o k l' .
.J e n n i f e r
PREMO NIT JON touches 011
the specter of nuclear conflict
in a dance by Dr. Fannie Helen
:\lelcer. A bright. vibrant and
ballet
white
rornant ic
IN SPACE to
ST REA:\IS
music by Ravel. closes the
matinee.
Did you ever wonder how
much rehearsal goes into the
concert of the Rhode Island
College Dance Company? For
th('
th•.~ar.swer we checked
rehcnrsal schedules beginning
in 1)1:,cember. At that time the

ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE

FOR

ONLY

DINNER

S,
EMERSONLtd.
steak

unlimited

1940

dinners

Pawtucket

Ave

(Formerly Sullivans Steak House)

:\SSOC li\T E :\I E:\IBERS
Sheila Baldaia
Bill Finlay
Stephen Matthews
Elc1ine Nowak
.James Patalano
Mary 1-leavey
Sylvan Vaicailis
Gerald White
Laura Wortman

I .04(J.

This doesn't include the time
spent b,',' danrers traveling to
and from rehearsals, costume
practice,
technique
fittings,
and time spent swapping hours
jobs,
of part-time
because
·.,·ashi11g practice clothes. etc.
:\nd tlwre is all the time spent
b,',-' st uclent ,rnd profe ·sional
ch >reograplll'rs experimenting
finding
ideas,
with dance
;1cco111paninwnt and arranging
Then there is the
rehearsals.
body of lime spent by the
technical director, Professor
Billie Ann Burrill and her crew
on prnduction. designing lights
and building sets. Items like
publicity, programs, printing,
house
recording,
sound
demand endless
management
attention. The total time spent
But
phenomenal!
is really
these dancers know it is worth
the effort, and the results are
in proportion.

Is John

Wayne Just

1

Another Bum
on Welfare?
( CPSl - Actor John Wayne,
an outspoken critic of the
program,
welfare
national
may be on a form of welfare
himself.
According to Rep. Gienn M.
< D-California),
Anderson
Wayne, with other wealthy
farmers, has "turned to the
federal treasury to supplement
his income."
will receive
The acl0r
$218,000 in R farm subsidy from
this
the federal government
year. The amount is only about
a fourth of what he received
due to subsidy
last year,
however,
cutbacks. Wayne,
was able to avoid a revenue
loss by renting much of his
land at exorbitant prices.

R.I.
E. Providence,
434---9100
COFFEEOR TEA
COMPLIMENTARY

WHATDOYOUWEAR?ANYTHING!
© Emersons,

Ltd .. J. P. Radnay, President

Muggers By
The Rich Are
Doing O.K.
Appointment
The rich are getting richer,
while the poor are getting
none-toothe
is
poorer
of a
conclusion
surprising
recent World Bank report. The
Bank, a United Nations affiliate, helps underdeveloped
nations with loans. But, despite
its $3 billion in aid last year, it
seems the outlook for the poor
nations remains as bleak as
report
The Bank's
ever.
concluded:
" .... .it is probably true that
the world's burden of poverty
than
rather
is increasing
declining ... Statistics conceal
the gravest of the underlying
economic and social problems
( of poor nations), which are
typified by severely skewed
income distribution, excessive
high
levels of unemployment,
rates of infant mortality, low
serious
of literacy,
rates
and ill heal th."
malnutrition

Only!
( CPS) -A bil1 was filed in the
Texas Legislature January 18
that would require criminals in
Texas to give their intended
victims 24 hours notice.
The bill, an amendment to
Code,
Criminal
the Texas
makes it a separate offense to
commit a crime of violence
without fir~t letting the intended victim know. The time,
place and nature of the crime
to be committed must also be
communicated
"Obviously the criminal is
not going to do it, but mis
would be another punishment
that could be added to the
State
said
penalty,"
Jim Kaster,
Representative
who filed the bill.
"People are treating it as a
big joke," he said. "Maybe, but
I'm going to push it."

Wheels of
Justice

The Vienna Boys Choir will perform a concert at the Veterans'
:\lemorial Auditorium, Providence on March 19th, a Monday evening, at 8
p.m. The concert will benefit the R.I. Chapter of the Nat'l Cystic
Foundation. Tickets may be obtained at all major ticket outlets or call
H.J. Cystic Fibrosis, 785-1220.

Turning.

( CPS) - Eight Carnegiestudents
Mellon University
had drug charges
recently
dismissed against them so they
won't have a police record.
"One day they're going to be
and
lawyers
doctors,
and I don't want
engineers,
their careers to be endangered
by a record," said Pittsburgh
Laffrey.
Joseph
Magistrate
· The students were arrested
house where
at a fraternity
found
they
say
police
marijuana growing in a bath
a wicker
tub, a commode,
basket, and a five-gallon can.
Wonder what Magistrate
Laffrey would have said if the
be
to
aspired
students

_ 4
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RIC Touring

Company

Contemporary Reading Hour"
combines selections of modern
poetry, prose, music dance,
slides, special effects and
original work by members of
the cast and is a protean
production,
growing
organically to reflect society
and current events.
Reception to the playlets has
been excellent according to Dr.
Hutchinson.
"Both
the
audiences to whom we have
played, and the students in our
program who are participating
love it," he said. Dr. Hutchinson, who in addition to his
demanding
teaching
and
directing schedule at RIC is
Director of the Governor's
School for the Arts, not only
accompanies the casts on the
RIC road show, he acts in the
productions himself whenever
he can.
The aim of the touring
program is to develop some
consciousness in the Rhode
Island community
to the
possible applications of theatre
in daily life. By introducing
elementary
school
age
children, junior high students,
civic group members etc. to
"Selections
from
An theatre, Dr. Hutchinson hopes
Elizabethan Gallery," "RIC that , the
for
climate
Potpourri", and "The Con- - educational drama will be
temporary Reading Hour" are enhanced.
"The value of
the names of the mobile creative dramatics as an i,nproductions, "The Elizabethan strument in the methodology of
Gallery" show is an e~cerpt the aspiring teacher is imfrom RIC's play by the same mense as. well," he added.
name,
an
adaption
of
He also pointed out the
Elizabethan works by Elaine potential theatre possess as a
Perry
of
the
RIC rehabilitative
device, exSpeech/Theatre faculty, which plaining that psychologists at
was performed recently at the local universities have emregional drama festival of the ployed actors from the Trinity
American Theatre Association Square Repertory T heatr~
to teach their
in New Hampshire and which Company
is under consideration
for students how dramatization
entry in the national drama can be utilized in therapy
festival
of the AT A in situations. "An understanding
Washington, D.C. in April. and appreciation
for the
"RIC Potpourri" is a collage of possible . applications
. of
scenes, songs and segments of dr-amatic
techniques
and
past plays- perfomrnd by the,- drama:in, general ~coNtributes·
RIC~Theatre Company. "The materially to.the quality of,life-

Like a troup of players from
the miracle plays of the middle
ages, Rhode Island College's
touring theatre company is
bringing its message to Rhode
Island. On the average of once
each week, several actors and
actresses pile into the delivery
truck/camper of Dr. William
Hutchinson and wheel off to
remote locations in the state to
perform any one of three
productions which the RIC
theatre company has made
available
to the schools,
hospitals, civic organizations,
prisons or homes for the aged
in the area.
Five or six student actors
and Dr. Hutchinson, who is
managing director of RIC 's
theatre
company,
pack
costumes, the few props they
use, musical instruments and
themselves into the truck and
lurch out of RIC 's Roberts Hall
drive at odd hours almost any
day of the week. Their "road
show" consists of one of three
special productions which the
company
has
developed
specifically for the touring
situation.
-

Comment:

Analysis
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in any society,"
chinson said ..

Dr.

Hut-

The relevance of theatre to
senior citizens, prison inmates,
the chronically ill, urban
groups and simply the average
citizen is undisputable he feels.
By bringing theatre to the
schools, the hospitals, the
prisons, and the community
the RIC Theatre department
believes that the role of the
college in producing theatre,
professionals, both practicing
and teaching professionals,
will become better understood.
Already this year the shows
have traveled to the East
Providence
High School,
Cranston schools, Barrington
schools, Tolman High School in
Pawtucket,
Johnston High
School, the University
of
Hartford, the University of
New Hampshire, Smithfield
schools,
Walpole
Massachusetts
High School
and others.
Appearances in the near
future are scheduled for the
Coventry schools, a drama
organization in Woonsocket,
St. Claire's High School in
Woonsocket,
Barrington
Junior High School and Hugh
B. Bain Junior High School in
Cranston.
Dr. Hutchinson is answering
more requests each week for
the services of his nomadic
troup from all quarters of the
state
and
nearby
New
England~ If the medium is the
message,
RIC 's
touring
theatre company must be
getting the word across.
For further information,
bookings,
schedules,
etc.
contact Dr. P. William Hutchinson,
department
of
Speech/Thegtre, Rhode Island
College,
Mount Pleasant
A.venue,·.Prov.idence, 02908_
Telephone, 831-6600, ext. 271.

lt

,
-Brian McMahon, Brian Mulvey, Robert Lind and Keith Tabela,
(seated), members of the RIC Theatre Company, soon to take their
talents on the road.

Beethoven

Didn't Dedicate

His Work to Nixon's Inaugural
( CPS) - Some of the
members of the University of
Maryland chorus were a little
upset when they glanced at the
programs printed for their
three performances with the
National Symphony during
inaugural week.

Agnew on the occasion of their
second inaugural."
University
of Mar~land
math
professor
Peter
Nemenyi, a chorus member,
drafted a brief note declaring
that the undersigned members
of the group were not
"dedicating our. performance
Just prior to their first .. . to your inaugural." About
concert they read "These
one third of the choiri5ters
concerts
are respectfully
si~11ed the note before perdedicated to President Nixon forn. ing Beethoven's ' 1Missa
and Vice President Spiro T. Solem11is."

RHOD·E'lSLAND

COLLEGE"FfNE

A'RTS

of a Conv.ention ..

The· Democratic
power rp.ittee t0 -1mbl±cizethe' event-.
brokers have shown that they In fact the only significant
Through
obser-ving the prefer to keep the party closed attempts to publicize the event
Convention of the -Rhode to any •person who - might were made by members ol the
Islland Yotmg. Democrats last . s-omeday publicly disagree
Farrell slate through the use of~ .
Saturday night, I have, as a with them.As far as the y0ung . press · releases- -and ,--appeals
political scientist, arri;ved at Demoerats--· go, · the bosses •directed at classrooms. at the
-the following conelusions as to prefer- to - have a youthful different colleg.es in the State_
what happened and why.
impressionable type of person _ A Saturday night is a poor
It must •have undoubtedly. in the presidency that can be choice of_ a time to hold a
shocked
the Democratic
made to feel important through convention of an organizati~n
power brokers when The John the bosses' use of psychology · whose membership. consists of
Farrell and Bernie McKay and patronage, and that will the 16-30 age, group, as: most
forces were able to join forces keep the Young Democrats a young people would rather go
to block the election of Thomas kiddie club to tap for political out on Saturday. night than be
Ligouri. McKay is more or less campaign workers every two bothered with a political
a 22 year old version of a years, rather than a policy meeting, A Friday night' ormachine politico where Farrell influencing body as it should Sunday afternoon would be an
is
identified
with
the be. Farrell and his entire slate ideal time to hold this type of
McGovern Reform element. posed the greatest potential an event to insure a good turn
Apparently, what caused this · threat to the bosses, as all have 0ut. The location, the Student
unexpected alliance was• that demonstrated by their past Parliament
Chamber,
is
Saturday night both Farrell actions that they are not afraid hardly large enough to comand McKay both faced the hard lo stand up to the powers that fortably seat 100 let alone 200
fact that they had been sold out be when they are wrong.
people as were seated there on
and many promises had been
The Convention also proves Saturday night. This shows
broken. McKay being sold out to me that the machine does poor judgement on the part of
by the regulars and Farrell, not want the Democratic Party .both the convention planners
being turned ~m by those to open up to the general as well as·R.I.C. officials who
pseudo-liberal Pell people, who public. One can see this by should have realized that the
also share some responsibility looking at the circumstances
ballroom w,ould have been a
for what happened to George under which the convention better location to hold a
McGovern
in R. I. Most washeld. Thelocationaswellas
meeting for a state wide
suprising of all was that a man the time of the event show both organization.
of Anthony Robinson's ability, 'poor planning and intent on the
To date the reformers have
the incumbent
president,
part of the bosses to discourage managed to hold the machine
would sell out for as cheap a public participation. This is at bay temporarily,
the
price as a $ 9500 a year job in evidenced by the fact that no · ultimate decision will be made
Washington, where he attends effort whatsoever was made by this Sunday at the Windlaw school.
the Democratic state com- jammer room at Rocky Point.
Chuck Winn

presents

I

-

of New

Sunday,
at 8:15

p.m.

·Tickets

Orleans

N\ar~h 11th
in Walsh

Center

on Sale Now

in Walsh Center

Box Office

l Ticket per R.IC. ID
$3.00 regular adm. without ID

I

----------------------------The Trial
\ Con't. from Pg. 8)
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JOB
LINE

In spite of these attempts at
~larity. the play still poses an
intellectual
enigma to its
audiences. The plot is constantly floating between the
red world and the fantastic,
the world of the heart and the
The Student
Employment
head.
Office
has
received
a number
The cast has been doing
sensitivity exercises nightly in of new job openings in recent
preparation
for their roles. days. Following is a partial
Most members of the cast are listing. If you are interested in
further information contact
very excited about the nature
of the play and have been Mrs. Wellins, Student Emworking hard. For the most ployment Advisor. Roberts 314.
part they feel challenged by
their roles. Cast, crew and TUTOR - Providence - 4th
director have undergone ex- grade boy - fundamentals of all
tensive discussions
on the studies - 3 times a week - $5.00
import of the play and all feel per hour.
they have a good grip on what .
Ms. Donna Rainville, assistant director of the Community Action Program of Warwick guest lecturer in
it is about. It should prove very RENT AL AGENT
the
General
Studies 162 seminar at Rhode Island College discusses the transformation of Narragansett Bay
Providence
Saturday
and
interesting.
Sunday during the day - an- resort communities from summer colonies to perennial settle.ments. The course is focusing on the Oakland
department
The theatre
Beach and Buttonwoods sections of Warwick. Ms. Rainville visited the class Thursday, February 22.
expects large crowds due to the swer phone, show apartments nature of the piece. It is $3.00 per hour.
suggested that you buy your C ASIII E RS ( 2 > - Providence record shop - evenings - $1.80
tickets early.
per hour.
~~~
.
Don't forget that it's time to
Killer Heroin
begin thinking about summer
Re-examined
jobs. The Student Employment
)
An addict shoc,ts smack;
Office has some overnight
shortly afterward, he or she is camp counselor job listings
dead. The examining coroner now. Other types of jobs should
routinely attributes the death be filed soon, so register with FOR SALE: 1965 VW for parts. FOR SALE: 1966 MGB for parts.
FOR 1,ALE: Classical guitar like
to an overdose of heroin. But Mrs. Wellins as soon as
2 good tires.
New alternator,
1971 motor, transmission, top, 2 new; new nylon strings. $16. Must
Asking
$15.
Call
739-2009. tonneaus, and more. Call 737-0213. see to ar,preciate. 433-2983.
,,·as it really too mJch heroin possible.
*****
tl:at killed -the addict? Drug
* * *
WANTED: Bass Amp. for practice
researcher
Edward
M.
use. Quality not important, but
Brecher thinks not.
SITUATION
WANTED:
Exprice
is (cheap),
272-8116.
Writing in the New York
perienced babysitter,
RIC JR.,
*****
Times Magazine ( November
willing to care for any number· of
'FREE CLASSIFIED.
The classifieds may be 1,1sedby the RIC Coml\J,1972),
!3rec:her
cites
munity to sell anything, ( meal trckets, books, yourself,) they may be
children, Mon., WeJ.., Fri., Sat. &
evidence that heroin doses
Sun. ·HaV'e no means of trans.
·used to extend a ·greeting:
DEAR ANGELA: Day old broad
Candace, You Didn't ...
portation. Call Betsy Wallace at
by
addicts
come
taken
ain't a·ll that bad ... Your Doughboy.
Classifieds can be used ho find roommates, friends, opportunities; and
751-1562.
nowhere near lethal levels.
* * *
many,
many other things. As we said before, classifieds are free.
And laboratory studies have
However, we will set a limit of ninety spaces.
shown that even- enormous
FOUND: 1 A.T. Cross pencil.
FOR SALE:
Dulcimers, brand
For free classifieds, please fill out the form below:
doses of heroin do not kill.
new. Call Charles
Huot at Ma~e claim at trainer's room,
Walsh Gym - Doc Perkins.
353-3354.
Fur.thermore;, aceo;rdiing to
* * *
New York City medical
* * *
examiner
Dr. Michael M.
,
FOR SALE: Thorens TD 125,
· :Baden; tissue, . cultures and
Rabco SL 8 E, Shure M91E, 1 yr.
WANTED: Plastic' coke bottles.
urine samples tak,en from a
old, 2 yrs·. left on warranty, $450 Fair p'rice. Contact Jim in SU 309
number
of dead
addicts
list price, $225. Call 769-5407.
or call ext. 469 or 321-4469.
thought to have OD'd did not
* * *
* * *
show signs of heroin overdose.
___.,.
Nor- did heroin packets or
FOR SALE: Fiat 850 Spiler, 1970 NEEDED part-time case aides,
syringes found near these
convertible in fair condition. $1000 hours -flexible. Interested? Apply
or best offer. Contact Jim Dawson at the Community Services office,
addicts indicate the injection
thru _the ANCHOR.
SU. 304.
of abnormal amounts of the
* * *
* * *
drug. Additionally, death from
a real heroin overdose would
ENJOY
SWIMMING? Meeting
EVER READ The Trial by Kafka?
PLEASE PRINT. "X" OUT THE SPACES BETWEEN WORDS.
be slow, unlike the sudden
Street School needs people to help
Why bother - see it on stage at
RETURN
THIS
FORM
TO:
THE
ANCHOR,
3rd
floor,
RIC
death in the typical ''OD" case.
on a one to one basis. Contact S.U.
Roberts, March 8-10, 8: 15 p.m.
Student Union, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence.
So, why do thousands of
304.
* * *
addicts die right after shooting the street. Or heroin might evidence clearly demonstrates
* * *
up? Brecher
states
two become lethal at low doses that even when addicts are
FOR SALE: Formica table with
NEEDED for
COUNSELORS
possiblities. Addicts might be when combined with other especially
careful of their
large
leaf
chairs
(
8),
must
see
to
hotline
service.
Training
provided.
reacting
adversely
to the drugs - barbituates, speed, dose levels, they still stand
appreciate. $15. 433-2983.
For more info, contact SU. 304.
quinine which is generally
a good chance of dying after
alcohol - addicts
usually
mixed in with heroin sold on ingest. In any case, Brecher's
the needle has gone in.

..

Ill~.

FREE

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

_________
-----------

----_

-

____

---------

---------

Barn Schiller, seated on desk, leads an animated discussion on the
arts. cult-ureand science of the time of Copernicus. The group discµssion
\\ as lwld on :'.\.!Mch 1st in the Dept. of Philosophy as part of the obs.-na>J<:es.1:.f t;.,r 5()(1thanniversary of the astronomer, Nicholas Coperr-kus.

Ron Mitchell ( center) talks with Rhode Island College's new Dean of Graduate Studies Dr. Lon Weber
and his wife Judith at a reception for Dean Weber held Wednesday, February 28th at the college's Faculty
Center. Mr. Mitchell, a sophomore, is an exchange student from West Virginia State College.
R.I.C. Photo by

GordonE. Rowley

-::
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Livin' Off
The Fat of
the Land

"WE'RE NUMBER 1"

National politicians are not
the only ones living off the fat
of the land. So too, it seems,
are their animals .. Senator
Clifford Hansen ( R-Wyoming)
for example, is currently
grazing over 1,000 head of
cattle in Grand Teton National
Park under a permit from the
federal government.
Such permits are granted for
the astonishingly low price of
55 cents per animal, which,
according to some bankers'
and cattlemen's estimates is
some fifty times· ..below their
real value.
There have been strong
objections
to the use of
National Parks for the benefit
of cattle interests. Not only do
the cattle prevent the public
from enjoying its land, · they
also disturb natural wildlife,
trample seedlings and prevent
the growth of young trees.
Sena tor Hansen, however, has
blocked every legislative attempt to limit grazing and has
even introduced his own bill to
continue the present policy for
at least twenty years.
Meanwhile,
the
administrators of the National
Park Service have co-operated
with Hansen by erecting and
maintaining fences for the
cattle while remaining silent in
the face of the protests.
P~rhaps this has something to
do with the fact that Hansen is
a key member of the Senate
Interior Committee, which
controls appropriations for the
Park Service.

Number

1

in
military power 1

but we're

8

Number

•

I'.
J

in
doctor-patient ratio 2 ==="--'------'

Number

M

in
literacy 3

Number

1.:=======

M

in
infant mortality 3

.;. Number

2!;

in
life expectancy 3

====,;;..c.:.=
Sources:

1. "Peace,

National Security, and the SALT Agreements,"
of Public Affairs. Department of State, August

2. Statistical

***

Yearbook,

3. World Data Handbook,

Statistics
"Issues

Office

of the United

Bureau
1, 1972.
Nations.

in United States Foreign Policy,"
Department of State, 1972.

Another Victory
Washington, D.C-. ( CPS) The national finals of the Make
It Yourself With Wool contest
were held here recently and
showed signs that higher
consciousness is filtering down
to remote levels of <'nr society.
For the first time in the 25-year
history of the contest, which
stipulates that entries be made
by hand out of 100 percent
wool, the event was open to
"young men." The contest is
sponsored by the American
Sheep Producers Council.

the doctor's
by Arnold
Address letters to Dr. Arnold
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, Mi. 48823
Question: Please answer
this question as soon as
possible as I am getting
married in a couple of months.
I have hair around the nipples
on my breast and I would like
to get rid of them. What is the
best method of doing this to
insure smoothness and safety?
Also, does shaving around this
area cause cancer?

Werner

nipples is rather sensitive and
you would be inducing needless
pain and irritation. I would
also a void the use of diplatories
on this part of your body.

Permanent removal of the
hair is possible through
electrolysis, and may be worth
the fuss if this hair really
bothers you. I once had an idle
conversation with a woman
electrologist who told me that a
fair number of women she sees
consult her for just the
problem that you mentioned. If
Answer: Hair around the you decide to see an elecnipples on a womgn's breasts trologist you should get a
is very common. In no way is it ref err al from your physician, a
a sign of a lack of femininity plastic surgeon or a dernor need it be of particular matologist to make sure you
significance. The easiest way see a reputable person. It is
to get rid ~f them if they do important
that the elecbother you, is simply cut them trologist autoclaves ( steam
off. Under no circumstances
sterilizes) the needle used to
would I suggest pulling them remove the hairs, so that there
out. The area around the is no risk of the spread of

bag
M.D.

life. Most tend to adapt to the
new situation with the increasing realization that their
partner is as human as they
are and hope they both are
forgiving for the trivial ways in
which they do not meet each
other's idealized versions of
what a man or woman should
look like. If they do not, they
are in plenty of trouble when
they hit the saggy-baggies of
middle age and late life.

function is strict~y governed by
the biologic environment
surrounding
them and the
place
where
they
are
deposited. To the best of my
knowledge,
these
guided
missiles are only indirectly
affected by the alcohol intake
of the person who launches
them.
While a small amount of
alcohol tends to decrease
inhibitions, large amounts of
alcohol
resulting
in intoxication often decreases the
ability to perform sexually.
More cases of impotence are
related to alcohol intoxication
than any other single cause.

hepatitis. Electrolysis works
by destroying the cells at the
base of the hair follicle which
produce a new hair shaft.
*****
Question: I have recently
Under no circumstances could
I imagine that shaving around been told that pregnancy could
this area could cause breast be prevented by getting the
cancer, though it would seem sperm
drunk before into me that shaving might be a tercourse. The drunk sperm
little tricky.
*****
supposedly are unable to find
Question: I have been tolJ
I gather from your initial their way to the egg. Is the
comment that you are worried alcohol level in the blood that infectious mononucleosis
by oral
about the impression
you stream being high sufficient to is communicable
might make on your fiance. If cause sperm intoxication, or saliva, but I was wondering if it
ever there was a powerful must some other method be could also be transmitted by
intercourse.
argument for nudity, it is the used?
Answer:
The means of
Answer: From time to time,
one that states that if we were
exposed to nudity on a regular people have accused me of communicability of infectious
basis, we would get quite ac- making up the questions that mononucleosis has not been
customed to the way other appear in ·this column. Let me proven. Saliva has often been
people's
bodies look and reassure you all, in my wildest accused of transmitting I.he
wouldn't be so up-tight about dreams I could not think up infection, but there is no
like this one. evidence to back up the claim.
our own body. It takes quite a questions
while to get used to appearing Sometimes it's even hard to At least with regard 1.,,
undressed in front of another think up answers. Sperm are acquiring infectious monr,,
intercourse <;hPuld :1e no m<,n:
person. Some couples manage single-celled hemi-organisms
.-;ng
to avoid this for their whole who have no brains and whose dangerous tha -
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RECRE
5 Man Basketball
The 5-man basketball league
got under way the week of Feb.
19. The league has 4 divisions
and all are very tough. In the
Monday night league, it looks
as if the All-Stars are the team
to beat. The Tuesday League
has strong teams but so far the
Airborne Rangers have a 2 and
orecord and look like they will
take the league. In the Wednesday League of the teams
playing at 2 o'clock, the. ZX
Tigers are 2 and O and at 3
o'clock time slot, Buzzard Bay
is 2 and 0. The play-offs will be
held the week of March 12th.

*

Enters Rec.
PPV
Field with People
Powered Fun
Vehicle.
Sleek sports car styling and
pedal power mark the introduction of an exciting new
line of recreational vehicles
Powered
People
named
Vehicles, or PPVs*.
The PPV*, manufactured by
EVI of Sterling Heights,
Michigan, was designed by
Motors
General
former
engineers as a new concept in_
adult and family recreation
and a unique way to meet the
needs of an ecology-minded
society. Mr. Dick Rutherford,
Marketing Director of EVI
says proudly of the PPV*, "It's
·
a good Detroit job."
The PPV* will b'e distributed
in this area exclusively by
Upson Enterprises, Inc. of 126
ConPost Road Darien
'
'
·
necticut, a company formed
. purpose. L oca 1
so1e1y for th 1s
· awar de d
.
dea Iers h 1ps are b emg
·
'd ua Is or companies
· d'1v1
to m
h
b
·
·
wh o are ent husiasbc a out t e
the
have
and
product
· I means an d
.
necessary fmancia
marketing knowledge.
f I d
Th PPV* b
urns no ue an
~
.
IS noiseless. Two people can
•
th•
d 1 ·t t
oge er or mpe · a I
dependent of e~ch ot~er.
Although the ~eh1cle ~e1ghs
133pounds and IS over six fe~t
Ion~, one person can pedal It
easily alone. Its Mark III
and unusual
transmission
gearing make this possible.
PPV* is virtually an all-terrain
vehicle because it has different
gear ratios which are optional.
With a low slung three-wheel
type
stance and aircraft
steering, the PPV* has exand
citing manuverability
speed with a high degree of
stability and safety.
Important features of this
vehicle include individually
adjustable bucket seats to
all ages, a
accommodate
heavy duty nose wheel drum
brake operated manually, a
parking lock, several optional
color combinations and upright
storage. The PPV* retails for
$379.00.
vehicle
motor
State
legislation qualifies the PPV*
as a bike since it uses only
human resources for power.
Therefore, the PPV* can travel
anywhere a bike is permitted.
The PPV* is billed as the
official family vehicle at the
1973 Family Leisure Time
Show, the Coliseum, New York
City, April 21 - 29.
of
* Registered trademark
EVI.

ATION

Laurel Hill Bombs Louie's Bar
-( St. Petersburg,

Fla.) -

( AP) - There was never a
doubt after the first inning
about the outcome of this mismatched contest, as Laurel
Hill Social and Athletic Club
Louie's
trounced
easily
Barroom by a 9-0 score. Fine
pitching by flutter ball ace,
John McLaughlin, constantly
kept the Drunkards in check.
The issue was decided in the
bottom of the first inning when
second baseman Dan Shea,
batting clean-up for injured
Myron Jones, homered over
the 460 ft. centerfield fence
with bases full to give Laurel
Hill an early 4-0 lead with no
one out in this exhibition
contest. Then with a new
however,
in,
pitcher
Mooshipipick of Louie's Bar
retired the next two batters on
pop-ups. Tony Barone, Laurel
Hill's rightfielder laced a two
out single. 302 lb. Bill Degnan
then hit a drive off the Ivan
Hoes' advertisement sign that
went for a long single but drove
in Tony Barone home for the
fifth score.

With Laurel Hill ahead 5-0
after the first inning, the team
failed to score again until the
sixth inning but put at least one
man on base each time at bat.
Once Mario Pagano doubled
off the rightfield fence with
none out but they were unable
to hit him in. In the fifth inning,
Emmo Capone hit what should
have been an easy triple off the
460 foot fence in center field but
he overslid third base and went
right into the Louie's Barroom
dugout face first. Emmo was
then tagged out and both
benches cleared as a fight
ensued on the playing field.
Dino of
Frank
Manager
Louie's Barroom said his team
was upset because Emmo
ruined a perfectly good case of
beer when he slid into the
Matt
dugout. Player-coach
Ginolffi said his team was
angry because one of the
players
Barroom
Louie's
greased the distance from third
base to the dugout with bacon
fat. Anyway, both teams were
fined ten dollars and a six pack
of Bud as the game resumed
action.

In the sixth inning, Laurel
.
Throughout the gam_e, pitch- Hill scored four more times on
er John McLaugh!1~ con- a three run homer by Jeff
stantly forc~d Lome s Bar Minor and a solo blast by
bat_ters to hit short pop-ups.= powerful pinch hitter _Kev~n
Mmor s
Jeff
Matty Hennessey.
Said player-coach
Gi~olffi, "John has this_special , homeru_n _easi~y ~!eared t~e
spm he puts on the ball m order, Ronzom sign m right. Kevm
to make it flutter. When it Hennessey's. blast cleared the
bullpen a~d
flutters, it's murder on the left-ce~terheld
batters as it constantly gives a landed m the cow ~asture m
pop-up action when it comes in the b_ack of the stadium.
This rounded out Laurel
contact with the bat. John has
d th
d
·
H'll'
em
1 · s scoring
been able to develop this only
· -t an· · ma I e Th
4
0
ay.
p
rammg
work and L- m· sprmg
hard
through
D k de
, B
st arroom thrun ar s
dedication. Pound for pound, f ome
·1 d
ey were
a1 e o score as
he has to be the best softball
11b t
h't
·t d t th
.
player in the Bar and Grill 11_mIe o ree 1 s - a un
League." There was another smgles.
I H'll I
kL
N t
I _Pa~s
aure
ex wee
hero for Laurel Hill in this
game besides John. Second the Frogmen from Skippy s
baseman Dan Shea knocked in Scuba Club. It should be an
th
I H'll
· f L
1 as e
his twelfth run batted in with easy wm or aure
after
less
victory
his grand slam homerun. In Frogmen are
Player-coach
the field Dan made fifteen five games.
put-outs by catching pop-ups Ginolffi i3 cautious though,
side of the "They will just be bubbling for
on the right
the upset" he says.
diamond.
'

Ski Club Goes to Crotched Mountain
On 1.<·riday,February 16, the
Ski Club held its third day trip
of the year, to the ever popular
Crotched Mountain.
About 40 hearty skiers left
Whipple Gym at 6: 30 a.m. to
take on Crotched for a day.
Snow with excellent ski conditions seemed to be the order
of the day.
Crotched Mountain is a
popular ski area, located in
Southern New Hampshire. It is
especially well suited for the
beginner and intermediate
skier. It has a T-Bar, chair lift,
and a Pony· Lift. These lifts
service eight slopes that range
from beginner to expert.
Upon arriving, we quickly
took to the slopes. Earlier in
the week, about six inches of
new snow fell, and while we
were there, about two inches of
new powder added to the super
conditions. It was a rare day,
lo see all snow and no ice at
Crotched. It was even rarer to
come down the slopes to see the
snow fly as you carved a turn
or hopped over a mogul.
Most people who went took
advantage of the free lessons
offered. It was a great opportunity to improve your

technique while skiing, on a
For many
mountain.
people on the Learn to Ski
Program, it was the first
challenge of a mountain ... and
they did pretty good! The day
was very enjoyable, both on
the slopes and off.
While it was cold and snowy
outside, it was warm and
friendly inside. The base lodge
had a beautiful, blazing fire, to
warm chilled fingers.
It was a great day at Crotched Mountain. Again, we
were blessed with snow and 110
injuries.
The next day trip is
scheduled for Friday, March 9,
to King Rit~ge in Central New
Hampshire. King Ridge is one
of the most beautiful and weU
planned areas in New Hampshire. It has two chair lifts, and
one T-Bar, which services over
ten different slopes. The area
is especially geared toward
beginners and intermediates,
but is also very enjoyable for
the experts. Sign up as soon as
possible, it's bound to be a sellout. Price is- $4.00 for members, and $6.00 for nonmembers. See Mr. Taylor in
Whipple Gym.

real

Volleyball
Wednesday, February 28,
RIC played host to S.M.U.,
Westerly Y.M.C.A., and Brown
in a volleyball
Pniversity
tournament held at Whipple
Gym from six to nine. R.I.C.
entered two teams in the
tournament made up of the
untwo
and
faculty
The faculty
dergraduates.
members who participated
were Dean McCool, DonaJrl
Hardy, Roland Mergener, John
Dr. Keough, Bill
Taylor,
Kavanaugh, Dr. Cheney,. The
students were: Guy Lefebvre,
John Sanders and Wayne

Bowling

League

. The Rhode Island College
Department
Recreation
bowling league is off and

Bowzski. There was also Earl
Shannon.
The final results were as
follows:
Wins Losses
O
WesterlyY.M.C.A. 4
l
3
Brown University
2
2
R.I.C. I
3
1
R.I.C.11
4
0
S.M.U.
With the strong backing of
the R.I.C. students, the faculty
teams could have pulled out in
front and won the tournament,
but you weren't there. Where
are the students? Get involved!
rolling 'vvlth a total of eight
teams. Witr some nine weeks
of bowling ahead it is hard to
tell what teams are looking
strong. Play-offs are scheduled
for April 20 and the 27th. So far
Learnresults are half the learns
have one win and the other half
have one loss.

"I H.. ave
Trouble
Stopping''

Excitement and fun are yours in the new PPV* ( People Powered Vehicle). Sports car styling and exciting
manueverability in a pedal powered vehicle. It's ecology-minded because it burns no fuel and makes no noise.
The PPV* is an economical short range transportation package for one or two people. No maintenance, easy
upright storage. The PPV* is distributed by Upson Enterprises, Inc., 126 Post Rd., Darien, Connecticut. The
PPV* is the official family vehicle at the 1973Family Leisure Time Show, the Coliseum, New York City, April
21 - 29.

*Registered Trademark of EVI

(CPS l - Many college
students experience "braking
impotence" while riding their
ten speed
swift gleaming
bicycles in the rain says a
Consumers Union report.
consumer-advisory
The
organization tested :HJ light.weight bicycle .models and
or "hand
found caliper
became virt.w.tlly
brakes"
useless when. the wh<!cl rirns
were wet.
"The same braking irn
potence was exp<!ri<!nc,:dwhr:n
a mere sect.ion rif 1.hr:rirn w;J':,
lightly wet.led, as ii. rriighl. br:
after riding 1.hrriugh ;J r,urJrJlr:.
"Our rider criuld dri l,r:t.1.r:rb:t
dragging his fr:r:1.," s;,id the:
re;>ort..
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SPORTS
Wrestling
The Rhode Island College
wrestling team finished their
season at six wins, nine losses,
and a 19th place finish among
41 other
tea ns in New
England. Although last year's
squad finished with a record
number of wins at lo-4, this
year'~ team schedule should be
examined along with the depth
of the squad.
We see the addition of
Brown University, Amherst
College, and South Hampton
which was ranked fifteenth in
the nation, to this year's opponents. Although the Anchormen were swamped in
each of these three contests by
such
overpowering
competition, they always managed
to have a few strong individual
performances which made the
opposition's
head spin.Joe
Capone was consistent in this
category,
but could never
really put it all together for a
win, as controversial calls by
referees many times cost him
a decision.
Injuries to Dave Brown and
lack of manpower were other
aspects which bothered the
team. With Dave Brown iniured and unable to wrestle
Unlimited for the Anchormen,
the learn was forced to have a
lead larger than six points
going into that weight class.
Many times however, Dave
wrestled anyways, showing

Season Summary

much courage
and determination. Against Tufts, Dave
had a deep painful gash above
his eye, but would not quit. It
took a medical physicial from
Tufts to convince the referee
that the match should be
stopped after many minutes of
arguing. Besides suffering a
gash above the eye, Dave also
suffered a bruised elbow and a
dislocated
shoulder
this
season.

Joe Capone,
the team
captain, had eight takedowns
in one match against the tough
University of Hartford. Joe
lead the team in takedown
percentage. Rich DiGennaro
lead the team in the number of
takedowns.
Jimmy Patalano seems to
love tournaments. In the MIT
Christmas Tournament, Jim
lead RIC with a fifth place
finish by wrestling five times
within a twelve hour period
and winning three matches.In
Because of Steve Tobia's
ew England
Chamleave of absence, the An- the
chormen were forced to move pionship, Jim's fifth place
Kenny Bol lon back and forth finish gave RIC, 7 big team
between 118 and 126 lbs. This points which helped the Anto a respectable
affected the whole learn, as chormen
many RIC wrestlers would finish. Jim received a trophy
find themselves losing weight for his hard work and will have
to fill in a lower class. Rich at least two more coming as
DiGennaro made weight at 150 the junior from Mt. Pleasant
lbs. one mPel only to find High School will be back again
himself wrestling an opponent next season.
at 167 lbs.
Let's
not forget
Mike
This obstacle didnot stop the Henault, outstanding freshman
from Pilgrim High and freshteam from gelling some of the
big ones however, as everyone man Richie Duguay steak
from unsung hero Kenny standings winner. Mike came
Bolton to Rich "Reliable"
through
for RIC against
Boston
DiGennaro pitched in against Plymouth, Lowell,
lloly Cross for a 26-24win. Few State, and Lowell Tech. Richie
will forget Larry Roberli's bid Duguay led RIC to a narrow
lo preserve the win for RIC, by one point win over Trenton
holding off his opponent that State and was most impressive
the University
of
meet. Although it was only against
Larry's first year wrestling, he Hartford.There is much more
was tied for the team lead for that I could say abouUhese two
but it would take too long.
the most pins.

About the Coach
Probably the most important
person responsible
for the
success of the Rhode Island
College wrestling team is the
coach, Mr. Russell Carlsten.
Considering the shortage of
manpower the wrestling learn
has suffered this past season,
Russ had- trained the team
members in such a way that
even the toughest opponents
had respect for RIC.
There are very few coaches
as close to their wrestlers or
athletes as Russ is. Russ works
out each day with the team. He
is on their level and on the
level. If there is anything Russ
is strict about, it's being

Bruins

honest. Not only about the
weigh-ins or the competition on
the mat but about his personal
relationships as well. He knows
and understands the feelings
C'ach one of his wrestlers have
as they go out on the mat.
Above all he knows the feeling
of defeat and how to deal with
it.
In 1963 Russ was State
Champion in his weight class
at Cranston East. He also went
all the way in the State
Christmas Tournament of that
year too. In the spring, Russ
enjoys tennis and was named
to the All State Team in the

are Back to Stay?

Well, it has been quite
evident for a long time that the
Boston Bruins are in desperate
shape for a goalie. Since Jerry
Cheevers
jumped
to the
Cleveland Crusaders of the
World Hockey Association, the
goal keepers of the local major
entry, Eddie Johnston and
Ross
Brooks
have
not
measured up to what has been
expected.
At first, Weston Adams Jr.
(Westie
Jr.
for short),
president of the club, thought
the goal tending would be
adequate
but misfortune
struck. Ross Brooks, the once
Rhode Island Farmhand was
struck by an errant Mike
Walton slap shot in practice
early in the year and the result
was a broken collar bone. His
replacement,
John Adams
came on like gang-busters but
tapered off quickly and later
found himself back in the
minors.

Ed Johnston, whose career
has always been marked by
inconsistency, could not carry
the load and the Bruins
plunged into a terrible slump.
Ray Fitzgerald, a scribe for
the Boston Globe isolated the
problem one morning in his
daily column by stating that
Eddie's eyes do not match the
holes in his mask. The slump
continued and no adjustment
was made so I suppose Eddie
does not read The Globe.
Problems were also incurred
when Mike Walton fell through
a plate glass window in a St.
Louis hotel and received one
hundred stitches, Harry Sinden
returned toMilt Schmitt up into
the front office, Bobby Orr,
Boston's most eligible bachelor
announced his engagement to a
school
teacher,
a
new
ownership,
Storer
broadcasting (TV 38), took over and
Tom Johnson, the coach of the
Stanley Cup Champs was
fired.

sport in his senior year in high
school.
Russ then attended URI
from 1963-1967 where he
captained the wrestling team
to a Yankee Conference Title
in 1967.It was here that he met
his beautiful wife Carol, a
former Ramette.
After college Rusty took a
coaching job at Bishop Hendricken High School. In his
first year of coar.hing there he
lead Hendricken to a third
place finish in the State
Championships in 1968. He
then went to Coventry High
School to coach before coming
to\ RIC in 1971. In 1972 he
coached RIC to their best
record ever, 10-4 and this year
their best finish ever in a New
England Championship.

Gynastics
This year's gymnastics team
is made up of seven hardworking and talented women.
Debbie Bowes is the only
Senior on the team. She is in
her second year of competition
and she competes successfully
in three events, the uneven
parallel
bars, side horse
vaulting, and her strongest
event the balance
beam.
Debbie is majoring in Physical
Education and she hopes her
experience in gymnastics will
help her in her field of study.
Merribeth
McLee
is a
Sophomore in her second year
of competition and like Debbie
is majoring in P.E. Merribeth
is strong in the floor exercise
and the uneven parallel bars,
however, she has been prone to
frequent injuries the last two
years. Another fine performer
is Kathy Silva who has competed for two years and is an
all around competitor. Kathy
is a junior and is majoring in
P.E. also. One other P.E.
major is a member of the
team,
Donna
Bannon
a
sophomore competing for the
first time this year is making
fine progress on the balance
beam. Probably
the most
exciting and talented performer on the team this year is
Freshman
Donna Sargeson
from Lincoln, R.I., where she
was a member of the state
championship
team. Donna

performs equally well in each
event. She is majoring in
biology. Two other girls who
are in their first years at RIC
are Sueanne Sereze a nursing
student and Delores Letendre.
Both girls are progressing
rapidly in their events and
offer the team what little depth
there is. Coaching the team for
the second year is the very
knowledgable and dedicated
Miss Jan Marescak who is a
member
of the Physical
Education Department.
This year the girls have
competed
against
several
teams and have fared quite
respectably losing by small
margins in every meet except
.o U.R.I. whom they defeated.
They have faced Central
Connecticut, the University of
Connecticut,
Northeastern
University,
Westfield State
College, Boston State, as well
as U.R.I. The small numbers
of the team accounts for most
of the losses this season
because gymnastics is a team
sport despite the individual
emphasis. The girls have one
more home meet remaining
against Brown and U.R.I. on
Monday, March 14 at 3: 00 p.m.
On April 12 the combined
women's and men's gymnastics teams will give a
demonstration.
Both events
will be worthwhile to see,
please corr.e.

Texas the Greatest
( CPS) - Darrell Royal, the
football coach at the University
of Texas, recently talked about
the recruiting of high school
football players.
Russ
Carlsten's
humor
i
keeps, the team loose on the bus
while on away meets. His
humor is only beaten by Larry
Roberti's whom Rusty refers
to as "the hottest shit on the
team."
Russ now lives in Warwick
with his pretty wife Carol and
their five children ( not to
forget their dog Cricket and
their cat Puss). As you can
perceive, a visit to the Carlsten
home is a very noisy experience but a most pleasant
one for those who love warm
children and a friendly mutt.

Royal ieels that Texas is
definitely the place to be. "I
am really sold on what I am
selling, I'm convinced I'm
helping the student-athlete.
I'm not selling something
that's inferior," Roy al said.
"Texas has more wealth, more
growth, more industry, more
potential, mor~ per capita
income, more business and
more future than any other
state."
When asked about Texas
high school players who leave
the state and go to schools like
the Universities of Oklahoma
and Arkansas, Royal said, "I
can't see how anyone can be so
dumb as to want to leave a
superior state like Texas for an
inferior state like Oklahoma or
Arkansas. I flatly believe it."

Toward the beginning of
February, the team with Bob
Guidolin at the helm and
marked by the return of mod
Derek
Sanderson
from
Philadelphia ( of all places! )
the team took to a winning
streak against a bunch of
expansion have-nots.
Winning by scores of 7-6, 7-5,
and 8-6, the goal tending has
again become suspect. With
the
trade
deadline
approaching, a trade is imminent. Undisclosed sources
have Fred Stanfield
and
Garnet 'Ace' Bailey moving to
California
for outstanding
young goalie Gilles Melouche
or Mike Walton leaving for Los
Angeles for Roglio Vachon but
neither of these are yet to be
confirmed. It is quite obvious
however, that something must
be done in order that the
Stanley Cup stay in Boston this
Jimmy Patalano and the f t p ace rop y e
summer and that something is
England Championships.
in goal!

e New

